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The Arizona Foundation for Women was created in 1995 to address the unmet needs of our state’s 
women and children. Believing that women and children have the basic right to live free from fear  
in a just and equitable society, the Foundation works to identify innovative solutions for Arizona 
women’s most pressing social challenges. This report continues our effort to understand, and then act, 
on Arizona’s most important issues facing women.

Through our effort to increase philanthropy, educate, inform and advocate, the Arizona Foundation 
for Women has become a leader on a myriad of topics such as child abuse, domestic violence and the 
economic empowerment of women and girls. This report, which updates our 2007 Status Update, will 
be the check we apply to our efforts over the last three years, and the roadmap for all of our future 
endeavors. Using concrete information, we will refine our approach, make informed funding decisions, 
and create a comprehensive platform for future advocacy.

Taking the information from the Status of Women in Arizona Report, we seek to catalyze social change. 
While we do not provide direct services, the innovative programs that we fund, the issues that we  
spotlight and the policy that we influence become triggers for long-term, sustainable and positive 
change. In short, we translate data into results for Arizona.

The Arizona Foundation for Women is part of a movement comprised of over one hundred other 
women’s funds and foundations internationally. We are part of a powerful network and strive to be  
a key resource for the community. Future research will undoubtedly delve deeper into core issues,  
but the periodic overview that our Status Updates provide are the baseline against which we  
measure ourselves.

We appreciate the support and participation of community leaders in partnering with us as we move 
ahead. This is an exciting time in the history of our state; one with the promise of a brighter tomorrow. 
We hope that our efforts will inspire others to join us, as we know that only by working together will 
we accomplish our collective vision.

Sincerely

 Connie B. Robinson Jodi Beckley Liggett
 AFW Board Chair AFW Chief Operating Officer

FOReWORd
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some history:
In the year 2000, the world welcomed a new millennia, Arizona published its first “Status of Women” 
report. An effort of then – Governor Jane Hull, community partners, and the Institute for Women’s 
Policy Research (IWPR), it was the first comprehensive documentation document how Arizona women 
fare compared to their peers in other states. In 2004, the Southern Arizona Women’s Foundation and 
IWPR published a fact sheet updating the rankings and in 2007, the Arizona Foundation for Women 
commissioned research from IWPR which was include in 2007’s “Arizona Women 2007: A Status 
Update.” The Update provided critical rankings not only on IWPR’s measures of women’s economic 
and educational status, but also measured Arizona on measures of women’s well-being in the areas of 
health, social justice, and political participation. 

our goals for this report:
At the Arizona Foundation for Women, we value concrete facts and in-depth research. At the same 
time, we know that for meaningful social change to occur, those facts must move from the realm of 
academics and think tanks, and into the consciousness of everyday women and those who care about 
them. In that spirit, this report attempts to assemble data from a variety of credible, reliable sources 
like the Institute for Women’s Policy Research, the Annie E. Casey Foundation, the national Conference 
of State Legislatures, and others, crafting those facts and figures into an overall picture that will be 
grasped readily by the average reader. 

our hope for the future: 
It is our hope that Arizona women will see the facts we have presented, understand what can be done, 
and mobilize their power and passion to make Arizona a better place for women and girls to live, grow, 
and thrive. We sincerely believe that the findings of this report have great potential to move the public 
discourse away from anecdote and rhetoric, and guide it toward fact-based, rational discussion and 
problem solving. We hope you will join us in an ongoing dialog!
 

InTRodUCTIon
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The well being of women in all aspects of their lives is strongly connected to their economic status. 
divorce and widowhood are far less of a threat to women who are independent and stable wage-
earners. A woman who is economically independent will be able to provide a decent living for her 
children, even in the absence of financial assistance from their father. Similarly, access to health 
insurance, higher education, housing, and adequate nutrition all hinge on a woman’s economic status.

Arizona is a land of opportunity for many women. For others, the promise of a fresh start or level 
playing field is never realized. Like women across the country, Arizona women still earn less and 
are more likely to be poor than men. For women of color the situation is far worse, impeding their 
economic progress by suppressing wages and providing only limited access to equal pay or professional 
and managerial work at any wage. Women of color are also much more likely to lack health insurance, 
and to live in poverty than their white counterparts. 

The good news is that At 14th Arizona ranks high for the proportion of businesses owned by women. 
The bad news is that Arizona is in the bottom ten states for women’s labor force participation, at 42nd. 
Similarly, women in Arizona are in the bottom half, at 27th, for women in managerial and professional 
occupations.1 These rankings are unchanged from our 2007 report.

Unfortunately, our median earnings ranking has dropped from 16th to 21st (1 is best), although we are 
still in the top half of states for women’s earnings at a median wage of $34,556. Arizona ranks 16th in 
the nation for the ratio of women’s to men’s median annual earnings, a good ranking, but a drop for 
Arizona from the 2007 report, when we were 2nd. It is instructive to note that the narrow wage gap  
in Arizona likely stems from the low wages overall, for men and women.

Also in the bottom half of the country is Arizona’s percentage of women above the poverty line,  
at 26th.2 This is an improvement over the 2007 report, in which Arizona ranked 37th in the country for 
women in poverty. Readers should note that the 2007 report was based on 2005 data, while this report 
draws on data from 2008, when the local economy was thriving. Government and community leaders 
agree that poverty has increased for Arizona women since 2008. 
 

 

WoMEn’S 
EConoMIC 

WELL-BEInG  
In ARIZonA
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Arizona Women: How Are We’re doing

overall the economic status of Arizona women is mixed, with several factors somewhat weak, relative  
to other states. The state is in the bottom half of states by all but three indicators (earnings, wage ratio, 
business ownership). Women of color do not have equal access to higher education, and therefore, cannot 
qualify for better paying jobs. our state’s Latina women seem particularly disadvantaged in that they 
clearly do not have access to opportunities and resources so critical to economic security and stability. 

State & Rank All  White All Minority Black Hispanic Asian and American 
(worst-to-best)      Native Indian/
      Hawaiian AK Native

United States 69.2% 73.3% 60.8% 61.1% 50.9% 77.4% 56.5%

1. district of Columbia 53.8% 70.6% 45.5% 45.8% 30.8% nSd nSd

2. Wyoming 57.1% 57.3% 54.1% nSd 53.1% nSd nSd

3. new Mexico 60.4% 69.5% 53.0% nSd 54.3% nSd 45.8%

4. Utah 61.3% 65.2% 48.9% nSd 44.4% 56.2% nSd

5. California 62.2% 74.8% 53.2% 64.0% 41.9% 69.8% nSd

6. Louisiana 63.0% 70.2% 51.4% 51.4% nSd nSd nSd

7. Hawaii 63.9% 79.0% 61.6% nSd 57.8% 61.6% nSd

7. Texas 63.9% 75.8% 51.2% 59.9% 46.7% 68.2% nSd

9. Mississippi 64.5% 74.4% 51.2% 51.2% nSd nSd nSd

10. oregon 65.6% 68.4% 53.2% nSd 47.2% 66.7% nSd

11. new Jersey 66.4% 75.9% 52.0% 53.2% 41.7% 79.2% nSd

12. Florida 66.7% 73.0% 56.5% 58.3% 52.1% 68.9% nSd

12. Massachusetts 66.7% 71.1% 50.0% 56.2% 41.7% 64.5% nSd

12. Virginia 66.7% 75.0% 56.3% 56.2% 50.6% 63.0% nSd

15. nevada 67.3% 76.2% 55.1% 60.7% 49.0% 71.4% nSd

16. South Carolina 68.6% 71.5% 62.8% 62.0% 57.1% nSd nSd

17. Georgia 68.7% 75.5% 62.2% 62.4% 41.6% 72.8% nSd

18. Washington 68.9% 72.3% 57.7% nSd 55.7% 56.3% nSd

19. Montana 69.1% 70.3% 52.6% 42.1% nSd nSd 47.2%

20. Colorado 69.3% 74.1% 53.8% 59.5% 48.1% 66.3% nSd

20. Illinois 69.3% 72.7% 63.3% 63.4% 51.4% 85.5% nSd

22. Alabama 69.4% 76.2% 58.0% 55.8% nSd nSd nSd

22. Alaska 69.4% 73.9% 56.0% nSd 54.3% 55.5% 50.5%

24. Maryland 69.5% 75.6% 63.3% 64.5% 45.9% 68.0% nSd

25. Connecticut 70.0% 73.8% 53.4% 60.8% 44.4% 66.8% nSd

25. Michigan 70.0% 70.0% 70.0% 69.2% 57.8% 76.4% nSd

25. north dakota 70.0% 70.0% 65.0% nSd nSd nSd 67.0%

28. Idaho 70.2% 72.7% 56.3% 29.5% 49.9% nSd nSd

29. new York 70.4% 80.0% 60.0% 64.0% 53.3% 66.0% nSd

30. Arkansas 71.1% 74.4% 61.8% 62.1% 46.2% nSd nSd

30. Rhode Island 71.1% 75.0% 51.2% 57.7% 41.0% 55.8% nSd

32. Indiana 71.4% 71.4% 63.0% 66.9% 45.7% nSd nSd

33. Pennsylvania 71.7% 73.9% 64.9% 64.9% 60.5% 87.7% nSd

WAge gAp by RACe
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State & Rank All  White All Minority Black Hispanic Asian and American 
      Native Indian/
      Hawaiian AK Native

33. Wisconsin 71.7% 74.3% 58.7% 60.8% 58.5% nSd nSd

35. Missouri 72.0% 73.1% 66.3% nSd 61.0% nSd nSd

36. Arizona 72.1% 80.5% 52.4% 68.3% 50.0% nSd 64.1%

37. delaware 72.5% 76.9% 62.3% 66.5% 49.9% 66.6% nSd

38. north Carolina 73.4% 76.9% 62.7% 65.3% 46.6% 62.2% 77.5%

39. new Hampshire 74.0% 74.2% 70.8% nSd nSd nSd nSd

40. ohio 74.5% 75.8% 67.7% 67.7% 59.2% nSd nSd

41. Minnesota 74.7% 76.7% 60.2% 65.6% 48.0% 68.3% nSd

41. Tennessee 74.7% 74.7% 63.3% 67.8% 44.8% nSd nSd

43. nebraska 74.8% 76.4% 59.6% 67.3% 54.8% nSd nSd

44. oklahoma 74.9% 77.4% 64.9% 75.0% 49.9% nSd 59.9%

45. Kansas 75.0% 76.2% 65.6% 62.3% 65.0% nSd nSd

45. Kentucky 75.0% 75.3% 65.0% 69.3% nSd nSd nSd

47. Maine 75.8% 76.5% 65.0% nSd nSd nSd nSd

48. South dakota 76.0% 76.0% 67.6% nSd nSd nSd 76.0%

49. Iowa 76.2% 76.4% 57.6% nSd 55.2% nSd nSd

50. West Virginia 76.3% 76.3% 82.1% nSd nSd nSd nSd

51. Vermont 81.1% 81.2% 75.4% nSd nSd nSd nSd

Source:  Kaiser Family Foundation statehealthfacts.org ; Gender Wage Gap for Women who are Full-Time Year-Round Workers Compared  
to non-Hispanic White Men, by State and Race/Ethnicity.

Inside The data: Wage Gap

Looking inside the data, we see how wage disparity disproportionately affects women of color in 
Arizona; white women earn 80.5% percent of white men in Arizona, while African American women 
earned only 68.3% percent, and native American women 64.1%. Sadly, Hispanic women fare worst of 
all, earning just half, 50% of what white Arizona men earn. overall, minority women earn just over 
half, 52.4%, of what white men take home. Their greater likelihood of earning far less underscores the 
disadvantages they face in the job market.
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What Is A Wage Gap?

The term wage gap is used to compare differences in income between men and women for relatively 
same occupations. This number is also broken down into analyses of wage gaps between not only 
gender, but racial groups as well. When the Equal Pay Act was signed in 1963, it became illegal for 
employers to pay men and women differently who perform the same job. At the time the Act was 
passed, women were making 55 cents to every dollar earned by men with equal qualifications and 
job status earned. It was recently estimated that the wage gap between men and women would be 
eliminated by around 2030.3 Although there is some contention that a wage gap exists because women 
actually work less – it is true women are more likely then men to work part time in any occupation – it 
is generally only full time employees who are included in data measuring the wage gap.4 
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STATE RANK PERCENTAGE

Alabama 24 16.5%

Alaska 1 7.7%

Arizona 26 14.2%

Arkansas 38 17.6%

California 19 13.0

Colorado 13 11.8

Connecticut 5 9.9

delaware 8 10.6

district of Columbia 36 16.9

Florida 20 13.2

Georgia 29 14.8

Hawaii 7 10.4

Idaho 25 13.8

Illinois 16 12.3

Indiana 20 13.2

Iowa 17 12.4

Kansas 15 12.2

Kentucky 39 17.7

Louisiana 40 17.8

Maine 21 13.3

Maryland 3 8.6

Massachusetts 8 10.6

Michigan 28 14.5

Minnesota 6 10.3

Mississippi 41 21.2

Missouri 23 13.6

STATE RANK PERCENTAGE

Montana 27 14.3

nebraska 12 11.5

nevada 11 11.1

new Hampshire 2 8.4

new Jersey 4 9.0

new Mexico 35 16.6

new York 24 13.7

north Carolina 29 14.8

north dakota 21 13.3

ohio 22 13.5

oklahoma 32 15.9

oregon 24 13.7

Pennsylvania 18 12.5

Rhode Island 14 12.1

South Carolina 33 16.1

South dakota 18 12.5

Tennessee 31 15.8

Texas 30 15.6

Utah 8 10.6

Vermont 11 11.1

Virginia 9 10.8

Washington 13 11.8

West Virginia 37 17.3

Wisconsin 10 10.9

Wyoming 10 10.9

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Income, Earnings, and Poverty data from the 2007 American Community Survey (September 2009), detailed Tables. 

As noted, though our ranking for women in poverty appeared to improve, the recent downturn has 
undoubtedly had a serious impact on women and their families. Even at 26th, we are in the bottom half. 

Women In poveRty
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Immigration Impact?

As we noted in our 2007 report, speculation abounds as to whether a border state such as Arizona 
suffers from wage suppression as the result of the number of immigrants, both legal and undocumented, 
who reside here. The formula seems simple, the more cheap labor available, the lower wages will be. 
However, the number of undocumented is speculative at best. Further, research reported by the 
Washington Post suggests that the economic impact of immigration is not so simple, and that the 
effects are difficult to separate out from other factors that have dampened wage growth in recent 
decades.5 The Post compared several pieces of research, including much that indicated that immigration 
mainly affects those natives who do not have high school diplomas.6 Economists further contend that 
the impact of immigration has actually lessened as the nation has become better educated. The 
stagnation of wages on the low end, they contend, is due to the steep loss of manufacturing jobs in the 
United States.7 So, experts disagree, and the impact in any given state is mixed. Cheap labor may hold 
down prices, but drive down wages as well. Immigrants often pay taxes due to the use of false 
documents and social security numbers, but they may also consume public benefits and social services. 

Source:  Map and data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “ Women in Female-Headed households with Children, State and Race/Ethnicity 2004-2006.  
www.statehealthfacts.org 
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Women oF CoLoR 
In FemALe-HeADeD 

HoUseHoLDs

In a state where more women are poor, the number of female-headed households is of great concern; 
where women are poor – children are poor. At 19th, with almost one quarter of all households with 
children headed by women, the status of women is of particular concern. 

State & Rank All  White All Minority Black Hispanic Asian and American 
      Native Indian/
      Hawaiian AK Native

United States 22.1% 17.4% 29.6% 45.0% 23.0% 9.2% 32.9%

1. district of Columbia 41.6% 10.4% 49.9% 55.2% 24.0% nSd nSd

2. Rhode Island 26.7% 21.7% 42.1% nSd 45.0% nSd nSd

3. Kentucky 26.5% 24.6% 40.2% 52.7% nSd nSd nSd

3. new Mexico 26.5% 20.2% 30.4% nSd 30.3% nSd 35.5%

5. Missouri 26.1% 21.1% 48.3% 58.8% nSd nSd nSd

6. Louisiana 25.7% 15.6% 40.2% 42.8% nSd nSd nSd

7. South Carolina 25.6% 16.7% 38.9% 42.1% nSd nSd nSd

8. Alabama 25.5% 14.5% 45.8% 49.5% nSd nSd nSd

8. Georgia 25.5% 16.7% 36.6% 44.0% 16.8% nSd nSd

10. Mississippi 25.4% 12.6% 38.6% 41.0% nSd nSd nSd

11. new York 25.1% 16.8% 34.9% 47.0% 35.5% 6.2% nSd

12. ohio 24.7% 19.0% 48.0% 57.5% nSd nSd nSd

13. nevada 24.6% 22.4% 27.0% 58.1% 21.8% 10.2% nSd

14. Tennessee 24.4% 17.8% 42.3% 49.0% nSd nSd nSd

15. north Carolina 23.8% 15.9% 36.6% 45.1% 20.1% nSd nSd

16. Indiana 23.7% 20.0% 41.3% 54.8% 26.2% nSd nSd

17. Florida 23.5% 18.8% 28.9% 43.3% 20.0% 6.8% nSd

18. Michigan 23.3% 16.8% 42.7% 53.8% 31.9% nSd nSd

19. Arizona 22.9% 19.6% 26.4% nSd 23.6% nSd nSd

19. Maryland 22.9% 16.5% 30.2% 37.9% 16.5% 2.0% nSd

21. delaware 22.4% 17.1% 31.8% 40.0% 24.2% nSd nSd

22. Pennsylvania 22.3% 18.0% 40.5% 45.7% 40.8% nSd nSd

23. Arkansas 22.2% 18.5% 31.6% 39.4% nSd nSd nSd

23. West Virginia 22.2% 21.4% 38.1% nSd 49.7% nSd nSd

25. north dakota 21.9% 18.9% 39.5% nSd nSd nSd 41.1%

26. Connecticut 21.8% 13.6% 40.6% 42.2% 47.1% nSd nSd

27. South dakota 21.5% 18.7% 38.7% nSd nSd nSd 47.1%

28. Maine 21.4% 20.6% 37.2% nSd nSd nSd nSd

29. Kansas 21.2% 18.2% 32.8% 62.3% 28.8% nSd nSd

30. Montana 21.1% 19.8% 31.9% nSd 28.8% nSd nSd

30. oklahoma 21.1% 16.8% 30.4% 40.8% 15.0% nSd nSd

32. Texas 21.0% 15.5% 24.8% 41.7% 21.6% 4.9% nSd

33. Virginia 20.7% 17.1% 27.4% 36.7% 19.0% 8.7% nSd

34. Vermont 20.6% 20.7% 19.5% nSd nSd nSd nSd

35. Wisconsin 20.5% 17.8% 34.0% 46.4% 23.6% nSd nSd

36. Washington 20.3% 19.8% 21.6% nSd 19.5% 10.5% nSd

37. Illinois 20.2% 15.2% 28.5% 46.2% 19.4% 3.0% nSd
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State & Rank All  White All Minority Black Hispanic Asian and American 
      Native Indian/
      Hawaiian AK Native

38. Alaska 20.0% 16.0% 28.2% nSd 23.5% 11.3% 39.4%

38. Massachusetts 20.0% 16.8% 30.2% nSd 38.5% 11.0% nSd

38. oregon 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% nSd 24.4% nSd nSd

41. California 19.9% 18.5% 20.7% 42.1% 19.4% 12.1% nSd

42. Iowa 19.7% 18.4% 29.7% nSd 19.5% nSd nSd

43. Wyoming 18.7% 16.9% 30.7% nSd 30.0% nSd nSd

44. Minnesota 17.9% 14.9% 33.2% 54.6% nSd 11.7% nSd

44. nebraska 17.9% 16.7% 22.8% nSd 14.9% nSd nSd

44. new Hampshire 17.9% 18.2% 14.9% nSd nSd nSd nSd

47. new Jersey 7.8% 10.3% 27.6% 37.5% 30.5% 6.8% nSd

48. Colorado 17.7% 14.8% 23.5% nSd 21.9% nSd nSd

49. Idaho 16.6% 15.2% 23.6% nSd 18.9% nSd nSd

50. Hawaii 15.1% 12.8% 15.5% nSd 28.4% 11.9% nSd

51. Utah 13.9% 12.9% 17.9% nSd 18.3% nSd nSd

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation “disparity Scores” Women in Female-Headed Households, by Race and Ethnicity, at statehealthfacts.org

Inside The data: Female-Headed Households

We see that women of color are bearing a greater burden raising families alone, than are their white 
counterparts. Unfortunately, sufficient data was not available to provide separate rankings for African 
American women or native American women. However, we can see that far more minority women, 26%, 
are raising families alone than white women, at just 19.6%. 

A Word on The Federal Poverty Line:

As we informed you in 2007, the “FPL” or the Federal Poverty Limit (Line) is the most common indicator 
of well being for low income families in America. But it is problematic. For over forty years it has been 
the primary measure of poverty in the United States and the most often-used benchmark for eligibility 
federal, state, and local social welfare benefits.8 In 2010, the poverty threshold for a family of three was 
$18,310.9
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despite obscure origins, Measure Widely Used. 

The FPL was developed by the Social Security Administration relying on department of Agriculture data, 
which showed that the average American family spent a third of its money on food. To determine the 
minimum income needed for survival, they simply multiplied the cost of their estimated food need 
times three.10 The development of the measure coincided with President Johnson’s “War on Poverty,” 
and it soon became used to determine eligibility for a vast array of Federal programs.

What’s The Problem?

The primary flaw in the current measure is that it fails to take into account the very problems facing 
working single mothers. Single mothers head the vast majority of households that receive government 
assistance. The measure does not take into account the costs of child care, transportation and other 
work-related expenses at all, and fails to adequately account for the exponential growth in the costs of 
health care and housing.11 We now know that women head a growing number of households, and the 
current measure drastically understates the number of families living in precarious financial situations. 

In Arizona, housing and child care are disproportionately expensive. For a family of four making $33,000 
a year, child care is the single biggest expense – at $932 (34%) per month, it exceeds even the cost of 
housing, $817 (29%).12 neither of these expenses is taken into account by the FPL – undoubtedly many 
working Arizona families are actually “working poor”. 

Possible Answers: Research on A Measure For Poverty

For years, economic and social researchers have argued that our poverty measure is broken. A recent 
report from the Stanford Graduate School of Business asserts strongly that a new approach is needed, 
which takes into account factors such as housing, transportation, and regional economic differences.13 
Further, they argue, if our goal is to achieve a better measure of well-being, an either/or line may not 
be appropriate. 

In 1992, Congress requested that the national Academy of Sciences (nAS) organize a group of 
academics and policy researchers to study the issue.14 The Panel on Poverty and Family Assistance 
designed what they believed to be a better measure for poverty. The panel’s recommendations are in 
its 1995 report, measuring poverty: A new Approach.15 The measure was widely praised, but in the fifteen 
years since it was developed, it has sat on a shelf. Why? no administration wants to adopt a measure 
that, overnight, will likely dramatically increase the number of poor families. What then?
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new Administration, new Measure? 

despite the roadblocks and likely political fallout, the U.S. Census Bureau is preparing to develop a 
Supplemental Poverty Measure to attempt to obtain an improved understanding of the economic well-
being of American families and of how federal policies affect those living in poverty. The initiative to 
create the new statistic is included in the President’s FY2011 budget proposal, and draws upon the 1995 
Measuring Poverty report.

The Census Bureau says that the supplemental measure “will be a more complex and refined statistic, 
including such additional items as tax payments and work expenses in estimating family resources.” 
The measure truly will be supplemental. It will not be the measure used to estimate eligibility for 
government programs. Instead, it will be an additional macroeconomic statistic, providing further 
understanding of economic conditions and trends. The Supplemental Poverty Measure will be released 
in the fall of 2011, at the same time that the official income and poverty measures for 2010 are released 
by the Census Bureau.

An Interagency Technical Working Group has provided a roadmap to the Census Bureau on how to 
develop the Supplemental Poverty Measure, drawing on the recommendations of Measuring Poverty, 
and the extensive research on poverty measurement that has been done over the past 15 years. 
Additional details can be found at http://www.census.gov/. 
 

Arizona Promising Practices 

Earlier this year, the Arizona Foundation for Women released its issue brief, “The SHE Counts!® Report: 
Calculating the Impact of a Historic Recession on Arizona Women.” The major conclusion of the 
analysis of this report is that economic self-sufficiency is the underpinning to all true freedom for 
women—in Arizona and around the world. A woman who is able to support herself and her children 
can leave a violent home, can seek help from a doctor, can make a better life. The SHE Counts!® report 
further concluded that our most vigorous efforts must be turned to funding programs which truly 
make women self-sufficient. In practical terms, this will mean supporting programs which stress 
higher education as a means to economic independence. Why? A woman with two children who 
cannot realistically rely on child support must earn $20 per hour to support herself and her children, 
without reliance on government programs. no such employment can be found without at least some 
post-secondary education or extensive technical training. Yet, surely this is the life of dignity and 
independence we envision for all Arizona women 
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Helping Hands For Single Moms

AFW and Helping Hands for Single Moms agree that it’s time we set about realizing this vision 
and taking it to scale. Helping Hands founder Chris Coffman believes strongly that single mothers 
raising families will only be and able to live lives of dignity and independence if they obtain a college 
education – a notion the SHE Counts!® Report validates. 

The goal of the program is simple: help single mothers obtain financial independence through college 
degrees. Coffman cites national research which shows that 70% of all “livable wage jobs” ( jobs which 
allow a parent to support a household with children) will require a college degree. But Helping Hands 
believes that mere scholarships are not a prescription for success. Much more is needed to help a single 
mother with multiple challenges transition from poverty and dependence to pride and self-sufficiency.

A Scholarship “Plus” 

Helping hands limits its enrollees and provides not only an unrestricted scholarship for $255 per 
month; it realistically addresses the multiple challenges faced by women raising families alone: lack 
of internet access, unreliable transportation, no spare money for “luxuries” like haircuts and dental 
appointments. Helping Hands arranges towards internet service, technical assistance for computers 
and software, AAA Towing, auto repairs, some dental and medical care, budget management, tutoring 
and books. In short, the program seeks to anticipate any factor which might derail a woman’s progress 
and deal with it – usually in advance.

The Single Moms network 

Another success factor for the program is that it embraces the philosophy that single mothers 
in college need a network - a supportive community made up of other single moms who can work 
together as a whole to empower each student an individual. The “Single Moms network” provides 
just that. Helping Hands has a monthly meeting for the East Valley, West Valley and nursing students 
receiving their scholarships. This time together is a gathering point for participants to learn from 
special presentations, as well as from one another. Student mothers come together with the purpose 
of initiating mutually supportive relationships. The project is based on solid research. In conjunction 
with Arizona State University West and Valley of the Sun United Way, Helping Hands for Single Moms 
conducted a successful research project in 2005. The goal was to determine how single mothers in 
college can form productive and mutually supportive relationships – the components and “wrap-around” 
practices are the result of their research.
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Scholarship Requirements 

Along with benefits, Helping Hands has high expectations for its participants. They must attend 
college with a minimum of nine credit hours per semester, maintain at least a 2.5 GPA, and regularly 
attend and participate in the network meetings. The program is only available to US citizens who are 
mothers of young children; at least one of the children, must be under age 11, and only truly single 
mothers qualify – women living with a domestic partner are not eligible. The program’s success speaks 
for itself – nearly all participants have successfully graduated with their degrees and immediate 
employment in high-demand fields, such as nursing.



WOMEN AND EDUcATION IN ARIZONA

C H A P T E R  T W o
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49TH
FoR nUMBER oF WoMEn WITH HIGH SCHooL dIPLoMA

34TH
FoR HIGH SCHooL GRAdUATIon RATE

26TH
FoR WoMEn WITH A CoLLEGE dEGREE

2nd
FoR WoMEn EnRoLLEd In PoST SECondARY EdUCATIon

ARIZonA IS
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The single biggest risk factor for poverty in girls is failure to finish high school. A woman’s educational 
level is a major predictor for her success in adult life. What kind of job she has, how much she earns, 
whether she will advance in her career, even what kind neighborhood she lives and raises a family in 
will be influenced by her level of education and later career success.

Arizona has long been an educational leader – of sorts. A pioneer in the charter school movement 
and an early adopter of education and private school tuition tax credits, Arizona has led the nation in 
K-12 school choice and accountability. Similarly, we have one of the most vibrant community college 
systems, with the Maricopa Community College as the largest community district in the United States. 
However, Arizona struggles with student mobility and exploding enrollments. The number of English 
language learners is staggering in many districts and Arizona overall has the sixth highest number of 
English language learners in the country, according to the national Center for Education Statistics. 

Arizona’s high school graduation rate is 68%, meaning roughly 2/3 of Arizona students manage to 
graduate from high school in four years. This ranks us at 34th in the nation. For perspective, the most 
successful state in graduating students is new Jersey, at 86%. The least successful state? nevada at 
a stunning 51%. Gender-specific data on graduation and dropout rates are largely unavailable across 
states, but we know the reasons that girls drop out differ significantly from boys. While boys most 
often drop out due to academic problems or alienation and disciplinary issues, the Annie E. Casey 
Foundation reports that teen parenthood greatly increases the risk of educational failure, and that 
nearly one in three girls cited pregnancy as the reason they dropped out of school in 2004. Arizona 
has the 4th highest teen birth rate in the nation with more than 38 girls becoming pregnant every day, 
according to the Arizona Coalition on Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting. Perhaps it’s no surprise that 
Arizona girls have a dropout problem. The accumulation effect of this is even more disturbing: Arizona 
ranks 49th in the country for the percentage of women without a high school diploma. over 16% of 
Arizona women overall lack a high school education. When race is taken into account, the numbers are 
disturbing. While 94% of white women graduated from high school, fully one third of minority women 
(32.7%) in Arizona lack a high school education.

In the previous chapter, we cited higher education as the key to success for women, especially those 
struggling to raise families alone. The number of women in the United States earning a college degree 
has risen steadily. nationwide, the percentage of women 25 and older with a college degree or more 
has almost doubled since 1980, going from 13.6 percent to 26.5 percent. Arizona is slightly behind in the 
number of female college graduates at 25.2 percent.16 Hope is on the horizon. Arizona is highly ranked 
for the per capita number of women enrolled in postsecondary education, at 2nd in the nation.
 

EdUCATIon FoR 
WoMEn And GIRLS 

In ARIZonA
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STATE RANK PERCENTAGE

Alabama 44 61.5

Alaska 42 62.0

Arizona 34 67.8

Arkansas 9 79.1

California 38 65.8

Colorado 29 70.4

Connecticut 15 77.3

delaware 31 69.9

Florida 49 53.9

Georgia 48 55.9

Hawaii 35 67.7

Idaho 13 78.7

Illinois 19 75.0

Indiana 30 70.1

Iowa 2 85.4

Kansas 17 76.6

Kentucky 27 71.8

Louisiana 46 57.5

Maine 18 76.0

Maryland 24 74.3

Massachusetts 21 74.7

Michigan 36 66.9

Minnesota 3 85.1

Mississippi 45 60.9

Missouri 16 77.2

STATE RANK PERCENTAGE

Montana 8 79.3

nebraska 4 82.2

nevada 50 50.5

new Hampshire 14 78.6

new Jersey 1 86.3

new Mexico 43 61.8

new York 40 64.4

north Carolina 39 65.2

north dakota 10 79.1

ohio 23 74.3

oklahoma 20 74.7

oregon 28 71.2

Pennsylvania 11 78.9

Rhode Island 25 72.9

South Carolina 47 56.5

South dakota 5 82.0

Tennessee 37 66.9

Texas 41 64.1

Utah 12 78.9

Vermont 7 79.9

Virginia 33 68.3

Washington 32 68.6

West Virginia 26 72.7

Wisconsin 6 81.3

Wyoming 22 74.6

Problematic Calculations:

data must be reliable and consistent across states to be useful. As the Alliance for Excellence in 
Education and others note, this has long been a problem for independently calculated graduation 
rates. The no Child Left Behind Act of 2001 requires states to use a particular graduation rate 
calculation; however vague definitions and inconsistent implementation result in graduation rate 
calculations that are inconsistent, confusing and unable to supply the accurate measurement 
intended by the law. Independent researchers have stepped in to fill the void, and the result is more 
data that, while inconsistent, overall confirms that many more of the nation’s youth are dropping 
out during high school than had been reported. For Arizona, most of the data agree. State-reported 
data for no Child Left Behind indicates a 70% graduation rate, the U.S. department of Education 
reports a 71% graduation rate, and Education Week reported 69%.

HIgH sCHooL  
gRADUAtIon RAtes

Source: “Public High School Graduation Rates” www.higheredinfo.org. Analysis by Alliance for Excellence in Education, School Year 05-06.

According to the Editorial Projects in Education Research Center and others, about 68 percent of all 
students in Arizona graduate from high school with a regular diploma in four years.17 
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The High Costs of dropout

It is increasingly difficult for individuals without a high school diploma to find stable, living wage 
jobs. The earnings gap between high school graduates and dropouts is an annual difference of nearly 
$10,000.18 According to the Alliance, “the costs of dropping out are born not just by individuals, but 
by the communities in which they live, and the rest of society.” The potential benefit of improving 
students’ academic outcomes is huge: dropouts from the class of 2008 will cost Arizona almost  
$504 million in lost wages over their lifetimes.19 

Inside The data: High School dropouts Vary By Race

Source:  Annie E. Casey Foundation, “Teens who are high school dropouts by race 2000-2007”, found at Kids Count data Center, data Across States. 
www.kidscount.org

As the above chart indicates, Arizona teens of color have a tougher time in Arizona’s educational 
system than white teens. 10 percent of African American teens have dropped out, while Latino and 
native American teens have the highest rates of dropout – 14 and 15 percent, respectively.

ARIzonA teens  
WHo ARe HIgH sCHooL 

DRopoUts by RACe

Source: Annie E. Casey Foundation, “Teens who are high school dropouts by race 2000-2007”, 
             found at Kids Count Data Center, Data Across States. www.kidscount.org
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Inside The data: Women of Color Lacking A High School diploma

Source:  All data and map from Kaiser Family Foundation “Women with no High School diploma, by Race and Ethnicity” 2004-2006.  
www.statehealthfacts.org

The cumulative effect of Arizona’s failure to educate its girls is especially punishing for minority 
women. While only 5.1% of white women lack a high school diploma, just over 13% of African American 
Women and 17.9% of native American women have not graduated from high school. For Latinas, the 
number is discouraging. Almost 40% of Latina women in Arizona have not graduated from high school. 
As noted earlier, this permanently suppresses their wage-earning ability and has serious consequences 
for their economic well-being over the course of a lifetime.

Essential For Success: The College degree

For women with four or more years of college, Arizona was ranked 25th in the nation in the 2000 
Status of Women in Arizona Report, compiled by the Institute for Women’s Policy Research, which 
used data from 1990. Four years later, in an update commissioned by the Southern Arizona Women’s 
Foundation and also performed by the IWPR, Arizona’s ranking had slipped to 30 for 2004. Therefore, 
our current rating, at 26 shows real improvement.

ARIzonA Women  
WItH no HIgH sCHooL 
DIpLomA by RACe
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Inside The Data: College Degrees

Educational attainment among Arizona’s women varies greatly by race and ethnicity. Only 8.1 percent 
of Hispanic women have a college degree or more, while 44.1 percent of Asian American women in 
Arizona do.

Notes: N/A=Not available
Source: Data from the Institute for Women’s Policy Research using 2005 Current Population Survey

Compared to their national counterparts, white and Asian American women are about the same. 28.6 
percent of white women in Arizona have four-years or more of college, while 28.3 percent of white 
women nationally do. Similarly, the 44.1 percent of Asian American women with this level of education 
is similar to the national average of 45.6% for this racial group. Hispanic women in Arizona are doing 
much worse: 8.1 percent of Arizona Hispanic women have a college education, while 12.7 percent of 
their national counterparts do.

Notes: N/A=Not available
Source: Data from the Institute for Women's Policy Research using 2005 Current Population Survey
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STATE RANK PER CAPITA

Alabama # 27  0.327 per 10 people 

Alaska # 47  0.282 per 10 people 

Arizona # 2  0.472 per 10 people 

Arkansas # 41  0.298 per 10 people 

California # 13  0.368 per 10 people 

Colorado # 14  0.363 per 10 people 

Connecticut # 44  0.288 per 10 people 

delaware # 18  0.357 per 10 people 

district of Columbia # 1  1.073 per 10 people 

Florida = 45  0.285 per 10 people 

Georgia = 45  0.285 per 10 people 

Hawaii = 33  0.312 per 10 people 

Idaho # 43  0.293 per 10 people 

Illinois # 16  0.359 per 10 people 

Indiana # 31  0.314 per 10 people 

Iowa # 4  0.413 per 10 people 

Kansas = 8  0.39 per 10 people 

Kentucky # 24  0.331 per 10 people 

Louisiana # 25  0.329 per 10 people 

Maine # 42  0.297 per 10 people 

Maryland # 23  0.332 per 10 people 

Massachusetts # 7  0.395 per 10 people 

Michigan # 19  0.353 per 10 people 

Minnesota = 8  0.39 per 10 people 

Mississippi # 30  0.32 per 10 people 

Missouri # 15  0.362 per 10 people 

STATE RANK PER CAPITA

Montana # 48  0.277 per 10 people 

nebraska # 11  0.382 per 10 people 

nevada = 50  0.25 per 10 people 

new Hampshire = 33  0.312 per 10 people 

new Jersey = 50  0.25 per 10 people 

new Mexico # 5  0.404 per 10 people 

new York # 21  0.345 per 10 people 

north Carolina # 28  0.326 per 10 people 

north dakota # 6  0.402 per 10 people 

ohio # 36  0.306 per 10 people 

oklahoma # 26  0.328 per 10 people 

oregon = 37  0.305 per 10 people 

Pennsylvania # 32  0.313 per 10 people 

Rhode Island # 3  0.426 per 10 people 

South Carolina # 40  0.299 per 10 people 

South dakota # 17  0.358 per 10 people 

Tennessee # 49  0.272 per 10 people 

Texas # 39  0.304 per 10 people 

Utah # 10  0.385 per 10 people 

Vermont # 20  0.349 per 10 people 

Virginia # 29  0.323 per 10 people 

Washington # 35  0.307 per 10 people 

West Virginia = 37  0.305 per 10 people 

Wisconsin # 22  0.342 per 10 people 

Wyoming # 12  0.37 per 10 people 

Women enRoLLeD 
In post-seConDARy 
eDUCAtIon

Source: The national Center for Education Statistics, “Total Fall Enrollment Female (per capita) (most recent) by state, via statemaster.com 2008

Arizona Poised For Improvement? 

If the key to success is educational attainment, Arizona women seem to be working hard to improve 
themselves. Arizona is second only to the district of Columbia in the per capita number of women 
enrolled in some kind of post secondary education. 
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Struggling To Teach And Struggling To Learn: English Language Learners

Arizona schools cope with inadequate funding, competition from private and charter schools, high 
student-teacher ratios and a transient student body. However, perhaps their biggest struggle is coping 
with the large number of children who arrive at school speaking a language other than English. It is 
estimated that nationally over thirty percent of all school-age children come from homes in which the 
primary language is not English.20 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
LEARNERS-ELEMENTARY 

AND SECONDARY  
LEP/ELL STUDENTS  

(PER CAPITA) BY STATE

Alabama #41  0.238 per 100 people 

Alaska # 2  2.995 per 100 people 

Arizona # 6  2.624 per 100 people 

Arkansas # 29  0.618 per 100 people 

California # 1  4.424 per 100 people 

Colorado # 7  2.08 per 100 people 

Connecticut # 22  0.74 per 100 people 

Delaware # 35  0.469 per 100 people 

District of Columbia # 14  1.04 per 100 people 

Florida # 12  1.102 per 100 people 

Georgia # 23  0.726 per 100 people 

Hawaii # 15  1.008 per 100 people 

Idaho # 10  1.375 per 100 people 

Illinois # 27  0.68 per 100 people 

Indiana # 32  0.514 per 100 people 

Iowa # 19  0.816 per 100 people 

Kansas # 45  0.202 per 100 people 

Kentucky # 37  0.269 per 100 people 

Louisiana # 42  0.216 per 100 people 

Maine # 33  0.495 per 100 people 

Maryland # 21  0.77 per 100 people 

Massachusetts # 30  0.613 per 100 people 

Michigan # 13  1.042 per 100 people 

Minnesota # 46  0.1 per 100 people 

Mississippi # 39  0.256 per 100 people 

Missouri # 24  0.713 per 100 people

Montana # 18  0.886 per 100 people 

Nebraska # 3  2.894 per 100 people 

Nevada # 43  0.21 per 100 people 

New Hampshire # 28  0.669 per 100 people 

New Jersey # 5  2.828 per 100 people 

New Mexico # 25  0.702 per 100 people 

New York # 38  0.257 per 100 people 

North Carolina # 44  0.204 per 100 people 

North Dakota # 11  1.129 per 100 people 

Ohio # 9  1.938 per 100 people 

Oklahoma # 17  0.903 per 100 people 

Oregon # 40  0.25 per 100 people 

Pennsylvania # 31  0.577 per 100 people 

Rhode Island # 4  2.892 per 100 people 

South Carolina # 8  2.007 per 100 people 

South Dakota # 36  0.32 per 100 people 

Tennessee # 20  0.797 per 100 people 

Texas # 16  0.931 per 100 people 

Utah # 47  0.081 per 100 people 

Vermont # 34  0.477 per 100 people 

Virginia # 26  0.682 per 100 people 

Washington # 16  0.931 per 100 people 

West Virginia # 47  0.081 per 100 people 

Wisconsin # 34  0.477 per 100 people 

Wyoming # 26  0.682 per 100 people 

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, Elementary & Secondary LEP/ELL Students (per capita) (most recent) by state. 2008, via statemaster.org. 

Arizona ranks 6th in the Nation for the number of English Language Learners per capita.21 California, 
another border state, tops the nation at a rate of 4.4 English Language Learners. Few reliable figures 
exist to indicate the impact of immigration on this statistic, but it undoubtedly has an effect.

 

STATE	 RANK	 PER	CAPITA STATE	 RANK	 PER	CAPITA
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 Helping Children Learn In English – Controversy

Arizona has been in the national spotlight for at least a decade on the topic of English language 
learning for several reasons, from the new immigration law SB 1070, to specific education policies such 
as a challenge to ethnic studies to the Flores case. In June 2009, the Supreme Court ruling in Horne 
v. Flores supported Arizona’s claim that it should not be required to provide more help for English-
learners who are faring poorly in the state’s schools. As this report goes to print, the case goes back to 
Federal district Court, which needs to make key decisions about the application of the new Supreme 
Court ruling this fall. 

A Better Way needed

Studies by the UCLA Civil Rights Project, cited in the Washington Post indicate that English learning 
students are noT gaining proficiency in English in one year as promised by the state. Further, English 
learners are extremely segregated from their English-speaking peers; the study even referred 
to “Mexican Rooms.” The report indicated that eighty-five percent of the 880 teachers surveyed 
from across the state of Arizona expressed concern about the educational damage of the extreme 
segregation these students are experiencing, and the majority of these teachers did not believe 
most of these students were reaching grade-level standards expected of all Arizona students. The 
study concluded that it is virtually impossible for secondary students who are consigned to English 
immersion to take and pass the courses they need to graduate high school or go on to college. As the 
post reported: “ These studies raise grave concerns that secondary English learning students are being 
set up to drop out of school, while elementary students are being stigmatized and marginalized in their 
schools.”22
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Latinas Need Attention

Hispanic girls whether English learners or not, are at tremendous risk in Arizona, yet the potential 
for tremendous improvement and ultimate success are great. The number of Latina dropouts, the 
percentage who fail to ever graduate from high school, almost 40%, and the small percentage who 
graduate from college, just over 8%, present a challenge to the Arizona educational system; a challenge 
it must meet.
 

Arizona Promising Practices

While the number of college-educated women has increased over recent years, and it appears that 
even more young women are on their way to a post-secondary degree, the numbers around high school 
graduation rate are distressing. Teen pregnancy is clearly a factor impeding Arizona girls’ school success. 
In our 2007, we described the City of Tempe’s Open Horizons program, which continues to provide 
quality child care and parent support to adolescent parents attending school in the Tempe Union High 
School District.

Open Horizons

Using a wrap-around approach, the program is funded through donations from private citizens, 
churches, small businesses, civic organizations and corporations. Students contribute as well, paying for 
a portion of the cost of child care.23 Proponents of the program their results in successfully graduating 
teen mothers who participate, and the program has been replicated in districts across the state. The 
Arizona Coalition on Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting endorses comprehensive school-based 
teenage pregnancy and parenting programs because teens involved in them are half as likely to drop 
out and six times less likely to have a repeat pregnancy.24 
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national Research Validates Teen Parent Supports For School Success

In 2007, a major report from the Yale University School of nursing confirmed that outcomes in teen 
mothers enrolled in a school-based parent support program including child care produced positive 
outcomes for maternal health and school performance. Parenting skills increased, and educational 
outcomes were positive. only 6% of mothers had subsequent childbirths within 2 years. The study 
concluded that for at-risk teen mothers, parenting support programs and school-based child care 
setting appear to offer promising opportunities to help young mothers with parenting, avoid rapid 
subsequent pregnancies, and stay engaged with school, while their children are cared for in a close and 
safe environment.25 
 
 



WOMEN’S HEALTH IN ARIZONA

C H A P T E R  T H R E E
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49TH 
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Every aspect of a woman’s well-being is affected by her health and access to healthcare. 
Access to health care and insurance coverage is a main determinant of whether a woman and her 
family grow and prosper – or not. Women may find themselves chronically underemployed, trapped 
in jobs they dislike, in order to maintain their health insurance coverage. Less fortunate women, 
without health insurance coverage, may find themselves postponing or forgoing the kinds of routine 
preventative care so essential to health and longevity. Finally, the entire public’s health is affected 
when women must resort to emergency rooms for basic care, due to financial constraints. Similarly, 
when mothers skip immunizations and other preventative health care measures, they put not only 
their children’s health at risk they put the entire community at risk. 

Arizona’s health care picture is a study in contrasts: Arizona’s Medicaid system, the Arizona Health Care 
Cost Containment System (AHCCCS) was a radical yet ultimately successful approach to cost control at 
the time it was enacted in 1982. Yet many forget that Arizona was one of the last states to finally enact 
a Medicare program. nonetheless, AHCCCS is still considered a national model. Hospitals flourish in 
urban centers, yet many rural areas are terribly underserved. Finally, like the rest of the country, Arizona 
suffers from a tremendous doctor shortage, particularly in primary care.

Arizona is 45th among all states for women’s health coverage with 22.3% of all women uninsured 
according to the Kaiser Family Foundation. According to Kaiser, this rate of uninsured falls above the 
national average of 17.7%.26 Similarly, prenatal care and infant mortality fall below average in Arizona. 
23.5% of Arizona women get late or no prenatal care. With a 6.7% infant death rate, Arizona is in the 
middle of the pack, at 26th. 

With regard to women’s direct health measures of disease and mortality, the picture is also mixed. 
Arizona has an excellent ranking for breast cancer survival, at 5th best in the nation. Arizona is slightly 
below average for Cervical Cancer, at a 2.2 death rate, ranking us at 27th. The annual incidence of AIdS 
among Arizona women, 3.8 per 100,000, still puts us in the top half of states at 24th (1 is lowest rate 
of AIdS incidence). A closer look at the data, however, reveals wide disparities among racial and ethnic 
groups. Asian American women in Arizona have the lowest incidence of AIdS, at nearly zero, statistically. 
Hispanic women and white women have low incidences, at 5.1 and 1.4, respectively. native American 
women are in the middle, at 11.2. Sadly, similar to what we reported in 2007, African American Women 
have a stunning rate AIdS, 39.3 per 100,000. This is over 10 times the overall rate. 

WoMEn’S HEALTH  
In ARIZonA
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What’s Going Well: Breast Cancer Survival

 

Source: Map and data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “ Breast Cancer deaths per 100,000 Women, 2007” at www.statehealthfacts.org 

With the 5th highest survival rate in the country, there are only 20.8 breast cancer deaths per 100,000 
women each year. In the nation, the low ranges from 17.9 in Alaska to a high of 29.9 in Louisiana. Unlike 
other measures, there is little disparity among ethnic and racial lines. African American women have 
24.6 deaths per 100,000, compared to 21.2 for white women, and 17.1 for Latinas. 

Source: The Kaiser Family Foundation www.statehealthfacts.org 2007
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Stunning disparities: Aids And Arizona Women

Source: Map and data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “new Aids Cases by State and Race/Ethnicity, 2004” at www.statehealthfacts.org

Source: Map and data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “new Aids Cases by State and Race/Ethnicity, 2004” at www.statehealthfacts.org
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Inside The data: Women of Color And Aids

Arizona is in the middle of states for the annual incidence of AIdS among women, with an overall 
rate of 3.8 per 100,000, and a ranking of 24th (1 is the highest rate of AIdS incidence). A look inside 
the data reveals disturbing trends. Arizona has wide disparities in the incidence of AIdS among racial 
and ethnic groups, and the disparities appear to be getting worse. Asian American women in Arizona 
have the lowest incidence of AIdS, at nearly zero, statistically. Hispanic women and white women have 
low incidences, at 5.1 and 1.4, respectively. native American women are in the middle, at 11.2. In the 
2007 Status of Women Report, we told you that the in Arizona for white women was 3.2 incidents per 
100,000. In 2007 African American women developed AIdS at almost 10 times this rate, 30.3. Sadly, the 
rate of AIdS among African American Women has risen to a stunning 39.3 per 100,000. This now is over 
10 times the overall rate. 

Arizona Promising Practices

At the 2007 Summit on the Status of Women, participants were alarmed to learn the astronomical rate of AIdS 

among African American women. one participant, however, took action. 

Fresh Start Women’s Foundation

natalie Young Williams from the Fresh Start Women’s Foundation immediately set about establishing a 

partnership with Ebony House and the Southwest Center for HIV/AIdS, to provide free, quick, and confidential HIV 

testing on a walk-in basis the 1st Saturday of every month, 10:30 am to 1:30 pm, and the 4th Wednesday of every 

month, 11:30 am to 1:30 pm. The partnership holds promise as a model for culturally competent, effective screening 

and prevention.
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Prenatal Care 

Sadly, Arizona has an abysmal ranking for prenatal care. At 49th, only nevada and new Mexico have worse rates 

of care for mothers expecting babies. 

Source: Map and data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “Late Initiation of or no prenatal care by state, 2007” at www.statehealthfacts.org

 Arizona has an overall low ranking for prenatal care, but wide disparities exist along racial and ethnic lines. 
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Source: Map and data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “Late Initiation of or no prenatal care by state, 2007” at www.statehealthfacts.org

only 12.5% of white women receive inadequate prenatal care, while 21.8% of African American women do. 
native American women in Arizona have an even higher rate of inadequate care, at 32%. At the bottom 
are Arizona’s Latinas, with fully a third, 33.2% who receive late or no medical care while they are pregnant. 

 

Why It’s So Important: A Word on Prenatal Care 

Infants born to mothers who have not received prenatal care are three times more likely to have a low 
birth weight.27 Such children are more susceptible to learning difficulties, vision difficulties, chronic 
respiratory problems (like asthma), and even cerebral palsy.28 Mothers of such babies are also more 
susceptible to postpartum depression. Even more alarming, mothers who receive no prenatal care are 
five times more likely to have their newborns die. 

Prenatal care encompasses any medical care a woman receives for her pregnancy. The two most 
important factors in receiving treatment are that it is done early and regularly.29 Federal reports 
recommend that a pregnant woman should see her doctor about once a month during the first six 
months of pregnancy, every two weeks during the 7th and 8th months, and every week thereafter until 
the baby is born.30 
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DeAtHs peR 1,000  
LIve bIRtHs by RACe 

AnD etHnICIty

Important To Women’s Health And Children’s Health

Prenatal care is a vital measure of health systems for women and children. Women who have access 
to primary care, a “medical home” are highly likely to receive timely, quality care when they become 
pregnant. Conversely, women with no medical home may not even know they are pregnant until late 
in their term. Prenatal care rates are a window into state’s ability to care for its poor and vulnerable 
women.31 Prenatal care has a direct impact on infant health. Mothers who receive timely care can 
take proper steps to manage their lifestyle and nutrition choices to provide optimal conditions for 
pregnancy, delivering healthy, thriving babies.

Infant Mortality

Related directly to care during pregnancy is survival of infants. Arizona is middle of the pack with 
regard to its infant death rate, at 26th in the country.

State & Rank All  White Black Hispanic

US 6.8 5.7 13.5 5.5

1. Massachusetts 4.9 4.0 10.3 6.4

2. Minnesota 5.0 4.4 9.6 4.3

2. Utah 5.0 4.7 nSd 5.3

4. Washington 5.1 4.5 8.1 4.8

5. California 5.2 4.7 11.4 4.9

5. Iowa 5.2 5.0 8.2 5.0

7. new Jersey 5.4 3.7 11.8 5.1

8. new Hampshire 5.6 5.3 nSd nSd

8. oregon 5.6 5.5 9.4 5.4

8. Vermont 5.6 5.6 nSd nSd

11. Connecticut 5.8 4.0 13.4 7.8

12. nebraska 5.9 5.3 12.2 5.8

12. new York 5.9 4.6 11.5 5.3

12. north dakota 5.9 5.4 nSd nSd

15. Montana 6.0 5.0 nSd nSd

15. Rhode Island 6.0 4.0 11.4 8.0

17. Colorado 6.1 5.2 14.0 7.0

17. Hawaii 6.1 3.7 20.9 6.1

17. new Mexico 6.1 6.8 nSd 5.4

20. nevada 6.2 5.5 14.3 5.1

21. Idaho 6.3 6.0 nSd 7.3

21. Maine 6.3 6.2 nSd nSd

21. Texas 6.3 5.8 12.1 5.5

21. Wisconsin 6.3 5.0 16.9 5.7
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25. Alaska 6.5 5.0 nSd nSd

26. Arizona 6.7 6.1 12.3 6.7

27. Kentucky 7.0 6.5 12.5 7.4

28. Florida 7.2 5.9 12.8 5.1

29. Kansas 7.3 6.8 14.5 6.4

29. South dakota 7.3 6.2 nSd nSd

29. Virginia 7.3 5.7 13.8 5.3

32. Illinois 7.4 5.9 14.4 6.2

32. Pennsylvania 7.4 5.8 13.8 7.7

32. Wyoming 7.4 7.3 nSd nSd

35. Missouri 7.5 6.5 13.8 6.2

36. Michigan 7.6 5.7 15.7 7.3

36. West Virginia 7.6 7.3 15.1 nSd

38. ohio 7.8 6.4 15.9 5.6

39. Indiana 7.9 7.0 16.1 6.7

39. Maryland 7.9 5.6 12.9 5.3

41. oklahoma 8.0 7.7 13.1 5.4

42. Arkansas 8.2 7.0 14.0 6.3

42. Georgia 8.2 6.1 13.0 5.2

44. north Carolina 8.5 6.4 15.7 6.2

45. delaware 8.6 6.3 15.0 5.5

46. Tennessee 8.7 6.9 15.9 6.5

47. South Carolina 9.0 6.3 14.3 7.4

48. Alabama 9.1 7.0 13.8 7.4

49. Louisiana 10.0 7.0 14.7 5.7

50. Mississippi 10.6 6.8 15.4 5.7

51. district of Columbia 12.6 3.2 18.5 nSd

data from Kaiser Family Foundation “disparity Scores” Infant Mortality rate (deaths per 1,000 live births) 2005, by Race and Ethnicity, at 
statehealthfacts.org

State & Rank All  White Black Hispanic
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HeALtH InsURAnCe 
CoveRAge by stAte  

AnD RACe/etHnICIty

A Worsening Situation: Health Insurance Coverage For Women

In the 2007 Status report Arizona ranked 42 in the country for health insurance coverage for women 
and was not doing well assuring that women in need of health care coverage were getting it. The cost 
of health care in Arizona high, as it is in the rest of the nation. Therefore, going without insurance, 
as a practical matter, means going without healthcare. now, at 45th it appears that the picture is 
worsening. It should be noted that the Institute for Women’s Policy Research ranked Arizona at 49 in 
the year 2000, so the current ranking is still an improvement over the situation 10 years ago. 

 
State & Rank All  White All Minority Black Hispanic Asian and American
      Native Indian/
      Hawaiian AK Native

United States 17.7% 12.8% 27.9% 22.4% 37.3% 18.2% 33.7%

1. Minnesota 8.7% 7.0% 20.6% 11.7% 46.0% 10.9% nSd

2. Hawaii 10.1% 10.8% 9.9% nSd 11.8% 9.8% nSd

3. north dakota 10.4% 7.5% 34.6% nSd nSd nSd 41.0%

4. Maine 10.6% 10.3% 17.0% nSd nSd nSd nSd

5. Wisconsin 10.8% 9.2% 21.5% nSd 29.3% nSd nSd

6. Massachusetts 11.2% 9.6% 17.5% 12.9% 25.8% 14.2% nSd

7. district of Columbia 11.5% 7.1% 14.0% 12.0% 29.0% nSd nSd

7. Iowa 11.5% 10.3% 23.1% nSd 30.8% nSd nSd

9. Pennsylvania 11.6% 9.9% 19.5% 18.9% 23.7% 16.1% nSd

10. Rhode Island 11.7% 10.0% 19.0% 11.5% 22.9% 21.7% nSd

11. Connecticut 12.1% 9.1% 21.4% 20.0% 25.9% 14.7% nSd

12. ohio 12.2% 10.6% 20.0% 20.1% 28.4% nSd nSd

13. Vermont 12.3% 12.1% 16.5% nSd nSd nSd nSd

14. new Hampshire 12.4% 12.2% 15.0% nSd nSd nSd nSd

15. delaware 12.6% 9.4% 19.7% 15.2% 37.5% 21.5% nSd

16. nebraska 12.8% 9.8% 28.4% 29.7% 30.8% nSd nSd

17. Michigan 13.2% 11.5% 18.8% 18.7% 21.2% 13.6% nSd

18. South dakota 13.3% 11.4% 29.4% nSd nSd nSd 34.4%

19. Kansas 13.9% 11.7% 24.9% 21.6% 31.7% nSd nSd

19. Washington 13.9% 12.2% 19.9% nSd 29.6% 14.4% nSd

21. Tennessee 14.7% 11.8% 24.1% 18.0% 58.4% nSd nSd

21. Virginia 14.7% 10.6% 23.8% 20.7% 42.5% 16.8% nSd

23. Maryland 15.1% 10.6% 21.0% 19.2% 38.0% 15.7% nSd

23. new York 15.1% 10.9% 21.2% 17.0% 24.5% 23.3% nSd

25. Indiana 15.6% 13.8% 26.5% 21.8% 44.8% nSd nSd

26. Illinois 15.7% 11.0% 25.5% 24.7% 34.1% 10.6% nSd

27. Missouri 15.8% 13.5% 26.9% 28.7% 33.3% nSd nSd

28. new Jersey 16.2% 9.0% 27.9% 22.7% 38.3% 18.5% nSd

29. Kentucky 17.0% 15.9% 26.3% 23.3% nSd nSd nSd
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State & Rank All  White All Minority Black Hispanic Asian and American
      Native Indian/
      Hawaiian AK Native

30. Idaho 17.8% 15.2% 35.6% nSd 42.5% nSd nSd

30. Wyoming 17.8% 16.9% 25.7% nSd 28.4% nSd nSd

32. Colorado 18.0% 12.6% 34.4% 19.2% 39.1% 27.6% nSd

33. Alabama 18.1% 15.8% 22.9% 21.0% nSd nSd nSd

34. north Carolina 18.4% 13.9% 27.7% 21.7% 50.3% 26.9% 36.8%

34. Utah 18.4% 14.6% 38.2% nSd 41.0% 28.5% nSd

36. South Carolina 19.1% 17.6% 21.8% 20.2% 45.3% nSd nSd

37. Georgia 19.7% 14.3% 27.6% 22.6% 55.7% 22.0% nSd

38. Alaska 19.8% 16.9% 27.1% nSd 23.5% 18.6% 35.8%

39. Montana 20.1% 17.7% 46.1% nSd nSd nSd 56.1%

39. oregon 20.1% 17.0% 35.8% nSd 50.4% 21.4% nSd

39. West Virginia 20.1% 20.0% 22.4% nSd nSd nSd nSd

42. nevada 20.4% 15.9% 27.6% 19.0% 37.6% 12.4% nSd

43. California 20.9% 11.9% 28.5% 17.5% 35.4% 18.9% nSd

43. Mississippi 20.9% 15.5% 28.5% 27.0% nSd nSd nSd

45. Arizona 22.3% 12.9% 36.5% 26.3% 40.3% nSd 37.5%

46. Arkansas 23.3% 21.0% 31.0% 30.4% 38.1% nSd nSd

47. Florida 23.6% 17.5% 33.4% 30.8% 37.7% 21.0% nSd

48. oklahoma 24.0% 20.5% 33.6% 21.3% 51.1% nSd 49.7%

49. new Mexico 25.6% 17.4% 32.1% nSd 28.5% nSd 49.7%

50. Louisiana 25.9% 19.7% 36.3% 36.9% nSd nSd nSd

51. Texas 27.8% 16.0% 39.0% 26.8% 45.4% 24.4% 

Chart from Kaiser Family Foundation statehealthfacts.org ; “no Health Insurance Coverage by State and Race/Ethnicity, 2004-2006

At an overall uninsured rate of 22.3 percent, Arizona falls below the national average of 17.7 percent. 
Hispanic women fare the least well here, at 40.3 percent, and Arizona’s rate for Hispanic women 
exceeds the national average of 37.3 percent.

Immigration Impact? 

As a border state, Arizona has one of the highest immigrant populations in the country. Many wonder 
whether Arizona’s outcomes are affected by this “invisible population” especially with regard to health 
care. Because hospitals cannot inquire about immigration status or refuse to treat emergency patients, 
the exact impact of immigration on our healthcare system is unclear. However, one study estimated 
uncompensated medical outlays for health care provided to the Arizona’s undocumented immigrant 
population at about $400 million a year.32 
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Possible Answers: The Patient Protection And Affordable Care Act

We have seen in the preceding data that women of color have less health insurance coverage, and 
therefore less access to healthcare. It is unsurprising therefore, that women of color have poorer health 
outcomes. If good health is linked to healthcare coverage (i.e. access to care), then addressing this 
issue is a high priority. We reported in 2007 that two states had taken on universal health coverage. 
In particular, Massachusetts enacted a new mandate that its citizens carry health insurance. The 
subsequent economic downturn posed unanticipated challenges to that system, but many elements of 
the Massachusetts model made their way into the ultimate plan adopted by congress, the PPACA, also 
known popularly as “obamacare.” 

Along with the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, the PPACA, the Act is the product 
of the health care reform of the obama administration. Included are various health-related provisions 
which will take effect over the next four years, including expanded Medicaid eligibility, subsidized 
insurance premiums. The act also provides incentives for businesses to provide health care benefits, 
and it prohibits insurance companies from denying coverage based on pre-existing conditions. The act 
will establish health insurance exchanges, and support for medical research. The Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act passed the Senate on december 24, 2009, by a vote of 60–39 with all democrats 
and Independents voting for, and all Republicans voting against.33 

Though the law requires nearly everyone to obtain health insurance, the penalties for not obtaining 
minimal health care coverage don’t go into effect until the year 2014, when a $95 penalty will apply. 
However, the bad news is that in 2015, that penalty will increase to $350, and jump to $750 in 2016 
(then indexed beyond that point).34 

The effect of the Act at the time this report goes to print is uncertain. Though the Congressional 
Budget office has essentially scored the legislative package as revenue neutral, many fear that the 
ultimate result of the law will be increased taxes, increased healthcare and health insurance costs…or 
both.
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The Future of Private Insurance

despite fears about “socialized medicine” and the “nationalization” of our healthcare and health 
insurance systems, the private health insurance system in America is alive and well. However, fewer 
and fewer individuals seem to get their health insurance through their employer.

Source: data from Kaiser Family Foundation, “Employer Sponsored Coverage Rates for nonelderly by Race/Ethnicity/Gender/States, 2007”  
at www.statehealthfacts.org

Arizona ranks near the bottom in percentage of women who are covered by insurance supplied by their 
employers, at number 48. 53.2% of Arizona women have employer-sponsored health insurance. only 
Texas, Mississippi, and new Mexico are lower, with rates of 52.4%, 51.2%, and 47.2%, respectively. The 
state with the highest coverage? new Hampshire, with 74.8% of women getting their care through 
their employer according to the Kaiser Family Foundation. 

Inside The data: Racial disparities

As with other measures, racial disparities are evident in insurance coverage rates. At 64.5%, whites 
have the highest rate of coverage. In contrast, African Americans are covered at a rate of only 51.6%, and 
Latinas fare much worse at 38.1%. 
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SOcIAL JUSTIcE fOR WOMEN IN ARIZONA

C H A P T E R  F o U R
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The Arizona Foundation for Women defines social justice simply – that which would occur in a just 
society. For us, a just society would be that in which all members of a society have the same basic rights, 
security, opportunities, obligations and social benefits. What are social justice issues? We think they 
span the human services spectrum: poverty, teen pregnancy, domestic violence, crime and punishment – 
 just to name a few. our purpose in examining these seemingly disparate issues together here is an 
underlying premise that social injustice, in particular gender inequality, is a contributing factor for 
nearly all these social ills. 

In our chapter on education, we informed you that teen pregnancy is the single most often-cited 
reason that girls drop out of high school. Arizona has the second-highest rate of teen pregnancy in 
the nation. Even more disturbing is the number of births to teens who have already had one child; 
Arizona has the 5th in the nation for teen births to girls who are already mothers. It’s hard to imagine 
a measure which more fully reflects a failure across multiple systems: parenting, education, public 
policies. Clearly, our methods and messages about pregnancy prevention are not yet reaching their 
targets to full effect; our girls are paying a terrible price for that. 

Single mothers struggling to raise children alone make up the majority of Arizona’s welfare caseload. 
Two measures directly impact the lives of these women and their families. First the welfare benefit 
level, which determines how much help cash assistance really provides. Arizona has one of the lowest 
cash assistance grants in the country, at 33rd. This means that families may be trapped in a cycle of 
past-due bills and unpaid rent, instead of working toward stability and self-sufficiency. Second, the 
rate of child support enforcement often determines whether a family must turn to welfare in the first 
place. With strong child support enforcement, women and children get the financial resources they 
are legally entitled to, fathers are more involved, and the state saves money that would otherwise go 
toward supporting children in these families. 

Another measure related to mothers raising families is the cost of child care. Arizona is in the middle 
of the pack with regard to the affordability of child care, but as you will see, state support for subsidies 
which help poor women stay employed and off welfare has all but evaporated. 

If gender inequity and discrimination are causal factors for social injustice, then efforts to create a 
more just society will reap multiple benefits. If girls are valued as individuals rather than objects, they 
will be more likely to speak out when they are abused. Society will began to see early drug abuse, 
truancy, and delinquency as symptoms of a troubled upbringing, and connect girls (and boys) with 
the help they need, rather than abandoning them to a juvenile justice system, which often produces 
hardened criminals instead of recovered, productive citizens. As we seek justice for women and girls, 
life in Arizona will get better – for all of us.
 

SoCIAL JUSTICE FoR  
ARIZonA WoMEn
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not Going Well: Repeat Teen Births

Almost all single mothers face major challenges in raising their children alone, teen mothers are 
especially disadvantaged. They are more likely to have dropped out of school and are less likely to be 
able to support themselves. According to the Brookings Institution, only one out of every five teen 
mothers receives any support from their child’s father, and about 80 percent end up on welfare. once 
on welfare, they are likely to remain there for a long time. In fact, half of all current welfare recipients 
had their first child as a teenager.35

1 Texas 24%

2 Georgia 23%

3 Louisiana 23%

4 Mississippi 23%

5 Arizona 22%

6 district of Columbia 22%

7 nevada 22%

8 new Mexico 22%

9 Arkansas 21%

10 Illinois 21%

11 north Carolina 21%

12 oklahoma 21%

13 Tennessee 21%

14 Alabama 20%

15 Colorado 20%

16 delaware 20%

17 Florida  20%

18 Kansas 20%

19 Michigan 20%

20 Missouri 20%

21 South Carolina 20%

22 California 19%

23 Indiana 19%

24 Kentucky 19%

25 Maryland 19%

26 Montana 19%

27 nebraska 19%

28 ohio 19%

29 oregon 19%

30 Pennsylvania 19%

31 Rhode Island 19%

32 South dakota 19%

33 Wisconsin 19%

34 Alaska 18%

35 Idaho 18%

36 Iowa 18%

37 new Jersey 18%

38 Utah 18%

39 Virginia 18%

40 West Virginia 18%

41 Hawaii 17%

42 Minnesota 17%

43 Washington 17%

44 Connecticut 16%

45 new York 16%

46 north dakota 15%

47 Wyoming 15%

48 Massachusetts 14%

49 Maine 12%

50 new Hampshire 12%

51 Vermont 12%

Source: Birth data from the national Center for Health Statistics

Although the teen birth rate has been declining since 1991, and reached a record low in 2004, nearly one 
fifth of teen births that year were repeat births – births to teens who were already mothers.36 This report 
discussed teen pregnancy at length in the previous chapter with regard to its link with educational 
attainment, specifically high school graduation. This measure addresses births to young women who 
have already had at least one child as a teenager. It illustrates, painfully, how our social and educational 
systems have failed young women, and how far we have to go in preventing teen pregnancy. 

teen bIRtHs tHAt  
ARe RepeAt bIRtHs
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tAnF CAseLoAD AnD 
beneFIt LeveLs by stAte

\Struggling Single Mothers need Help

Poverty overshadows nearly all of the topics gathered under the heading of “social justice”. Temporary 
Assistance for needy Families, “TAnF” is what women in extreme poverty turn to when they cannot 
make ends meet. Whether TAnF provides much assistance depends on the size of the cash grant that 
states make available to recipients and the eligibility level set. 

state tAnF tAnF
 caseload   Benefit

Alabama 18,458 $215
Alaska 3,248 $923
Arizona 36,234 $347
Arkansas 8,598 $204
California 471,930 $679
Colorado 10,979 $356
Connecticut 17,430 $543
delaware 4,116 $379
district of Columbia 5,585 $338
Florida 47,843 $303
Georgia 24,832 $280
Hawaii 6,181 $570
Idaho 1,619 $309
Illinois 30,406 $396
Indiana 41,488 $288
Iowa 16,735 $426
Kansas 14,746 $403
Kentucky 30,061 $262
Louisiana 10,988 $240
Maine 8,281 $485
Maryland 18,534 $473
Massachusetts 45,068 $633
Michigan 73,219 $459
Minnesota 26,528 $532
Mississippi 11,603 $170
Missouri 37,871 $292

state tAnF tAnF
 caseload   Benefit

Montana 3,192 $507
nebraska 6,667 $364
nevada 6,706 $348
new Hampshire 5,120 $600
new Jersey 35,063 $424
new Mexico 14,410 $389
new York 122,340 $577
north Carolina 25,882 $272
north dakota 2,087 $477
ohio 78,373 $373
oklahoma 9,054 $292
oregon 18,581 $460
Pennsylvania 63,965 $403
Rhode Island 8,518 $554
South Carolina 15,528 $204
South dakota 2,880 $483
Tennessee 61,613 $185
Texas 61,263 $213
Utah 5,238 $451
Vermont 4,459 $639
Virginia 30,216 $320
Washington 50,763 $546
West Virginia  9,833 $453
Wisconsin 17,173 $673
Wyoming 269  $340

Source: ‘TAnF: Total number of Families and Benefit Levels’ Administration of Children, Youth and Families, United States department of 
Health and Human Services.
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Arizona Women on Welfare

Though Arizona and the nation have seen dramatic declines in the TAnF caseload, we still have a large 
number of individuals on welfare, compared to other states. At 36,234 families, Arizona has the 13th 
highest caseload in the nation.37 To be sure, the caseload numbers are population-driven, but it is useful 
to note, in real terms, the number of families affected. Additionally, though Arizona has a large number 
of people on welfare, our benefit level is in the bottom tier, nationally. Arizona ranks 33rd for the 
amount it pays a family of three monthly. The amount, $347, will not even cover rent – and that benefit 
was cut by 20% in the last legislative session. one-bedroom apartments in the Phoenix metropolitan 
area rent for $725 to $1,016 per month.38 

Government’s Role And Welfare Policy In The United States

The first modern public policy attempt to deal with poverty was England’s Poor Law. The poor were 
divided into three groups: able-bodied adults, children, and the old or non-able-bodied (impotent). 
overseers were instructed to put the able-bodied to work, to give apprenticeships to poor children, and 
to provide “competent sums of money” to relieve the impotent.39 over time, attitudes shifted. during 
very hard economic times like the Great depression, economic hardship touched nearly everyone. It 
was more difficult to portray the poor as authors of their own demise.40 When the depression began, 
millions already lived at a bare subsistence level.41 By 1933, another 13 million Americans had been 
thrown out of work.42 Suddenly, state and local governments and charities could no longer provide 
even minimum assistance for all those in need. Food riots broke out. desertions by husbands and 
fathers increased. Homeless families in cities lived in public parks and shantytowns. The effect of the 
depression on poor children was particularly severe. By 1933, 20 percent of the nation’s school children 
showed evidence of poor nutrition, housing, and medical care.43 President Franklin d. Roosevelt backed 
the idea of federal aid for poor children and other dependent persons. By 1935, a national welfare 
system had been established for the first time in American history. From its inception, the system 
drew critics. Some complained that the system did not do enough to get people to work. others simply 
believed the federal government should not administer a welfare system. As the system grew, so did 
criticism of it, especially in the 1980s and ‘90s. 

Welfare Reform:

In 1992, candidate Bill Clinton, a democrat, ran for president promising to “end welfare as we know it.” 
In 1996, a Republican Congress passed and President Clinton signed a reform law that returned most 
control of welfare back to the states, thus ending 61 years of federal responsibility. In the 14 years that 
have followed, states have seen dramatic declines in their welfare caseloads, consisting largely  
of mothers and children. Between 1996 and 2001, welfare caseloads were reduced by 58 percent.44  
This goal of welfare reform has been indisputably met. However, less clear is whether reform has led  
to increased “self-sufficiency” for women, and decreased poverty for children. 
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TAnF Is only Part of The Safety net

TAnF provides a modest amount of financial support to working mothers. Single mothers also 
need adequate supportive services such as transportation and quality childcare so that they can focus 
on job preparation and work. The lifetime benefit limit for TAnF is 60 months (5 years), which was 
recently reduced by nearly half. The first families to reach the lifetime limit in Arizona were cut off of 
benefits in october 2007.45 Though some hardship extensions were granted, Arizona has yet to fully 
address the needs of hard-to-serve TAnF recipients. Arizona receives over $200 million in TAnF funds 
annually. Because the TAnF funding stream is flexible, it is used for far more than welfare-to-work 
programs. In Arizona TAnF funds domestic violence prevention, adoption services, foster care, child 
protective services, child care assistance and other programs.

Child Support 

As noted earlier, the financial participation of both parents in children’s upbringing is critical to 
keeping children out of poverty. However, Arizona deals with child support in ways that are sometimes 
counter to the interests of the children it is intended to support. Child support is vital to the economic 
well-being of low-income families. For families in poverty who receive child support, it amounts to 
more than one-quarter of their income.46 States have wide latitude in how they implement their 
child support enforcement efforts, particularly for TAnF families. Many of the families who need child 
support the most, those on TAnF; do not receive any benefit from the child support collected on their 
behalf.47 This is because states are allowed to retain the child support they collect as reimbursement 
for TAnF benefits.48 Arizona is one of 27 states which do not pass through any child support to TAnF 
recipient mothers. 

Where Women Are Poor, Children Are Poor…

In Arizona, women head 72% of single-parent households.49 When these women cannot make ends 
meet, their children suffer. only 28% of female-headed families in Arizona receive child support, 
ranking us near the bottom, at 46.50 
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Rank State % Rank State % Rank State %

1  IA 50%

2 nd 49%

3 Id 47%

3 VT 47%

5 WV 46%

6 nE 45%

6 WI 45% 

8 Sd 44%

8 UT 44%

8 WY 44%

11 ME 43%

11 VA 43%

13 Mn 42%

13 nH 42%

13 WA 42%

16 Mo 41%

16 oH 41%

18 Co 40%

19 AK 39%

20 KS 38%

20 MI 38%

20 nJ 36%

20 oR 38%

23 dL 37%

23 In 37%

23 MA 37%

26 oK 36%

28 CT 35%

28 FL 35%

28 PA 35%

31 nC 34%

31 RI 34%

31 SC 34%

31 Tn 34%

31 TX 34%

36 GA 33%

37 AR 32%

37 KY 32%

39 IL 31%

39 nV 31%

39 nY 31%

39 Md 31%

43 MT 30%

44 HI 29%

44 nM 29%

46 AZ 28%

46 CA 28%

46 LA 28%

49 MS 27%

50 AL 26%

nR dC 18%

Source: Compiled from U.S. Census data via the Annie E. Casey Foundation KidsCoUnT data online

 
When child support is collected, however, Arizona fares slightly better. Arizona is 24th in the nation 
for the amount collected per successful case. In Arizona, the average amount collected per case was 
$2,487.26.51 
 

State Amount State Amount State Amount

AK $2,624.16

AL $1,898.73

AR $1,873.59

AZ $2,487.36

CA $2,640.33

Co $3,403.55

CT $2,639.50

dC $2,600.90

dL $2,251.00

FL $2338.99

GA $2,240.10

HI $2,663.43

IA $1,997.52

Id $2,143.55

IL $2,313.66

In $2,800.56

KS $2,087.90

KY $2,060.97

LA $2,159.67

MA $3,274.44

Md $2,688.82

ME $2,383.00

MI $3,212,12

Mn $3,566.84

Mo $2,466.14

MS $1,633.58

MT $1,784.62

nC $1,954.67

nd $2,472.05

nE $2,485.80

nH $2,993.52

nJ $3,595.01

nM $2,317.08

nV $2,405.03

nY $3,025.59

oH $3,195.80

oK $2,037.57

oR $2,462.27

PA $3,151.25

RI $2,557.31

SC $2,264.08

Sd $2,233.91

Tn $2,353.34

TX $2,813.53

UT $2,340.13

VA $2,272.85

VT $2,665.30

WA $2,522.04

WI $2,635.66

WV $2,574.24

WY $2,076.41

Source: TAnF Seventh Annual Report to Congress

FemALe-HeADeD 
FAmILIes ReCeIvIng 
CHILD sUppoRt

AmoUnt oF CHILD 
sUppoRt CoLLeCtIons 
peR CAse WItH  
A CoLLeCtIon
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Affordability of Infant Child Care

Work and self-sufficiency are key components to escaping the hardships of poverty, and a key support 
to working women is child care.

State Infants and  Preschool age
 toddlers in  children in
 daycare centers daycare centers

State Infants and  Preschool age
 toddlers in  children in
 daycare centers daycare centers

Source: national Association of Child Care Resources and Referral Agencies. 2007-2008

When child care is safe and of high quality, mothers can relax and focus on work, knowing their 
children are in good hands. Unfortunately, quality costs and government subsidies and preschool 
programs, such as Head Start, are available only to the poorest families. Licensing standards in Arizona 
provide for physical safety, but little else. Child care is the single largest expense for many working 
families. Among the 22 percent of working poor families headed by single mothers who paid for child 
care, 40 percent spent at least half of their cash income on child care, and another 25 percent spent 40 
to 50 percent.52 Among the 9 percent of working poor families headed by married couples that paid 
for child care, 23 percent spent more than half their cash income on child care, and another 21 percent 
spent between 40 and 50 percent.53 

Alabama $5,969.00 $4,976.00

Alaska $8,071.08 $7,079.52

Arizona $7,860.00 $5,832.00

Arkansas n/A n/A

California $10,745.00 $7,477.00

Colorado $9,123.00 $7,103.00

Connecticut $10,959.00 $8,909.68

delaware $7,878.00 $6,230.00

d.C. $14,560.00 $10,920.00

Florida $7,280.00 $5,720.00

Georgia $6,245.00 $5,243.00

Hawaii $9,768.00 $5,886.00

Idaho $5,663.00 $4,771.00

Illinois $10,198.00 $7,500.00

Indiana $8,485.00 $6,373.00

Iowa $6,860.00 $5,513.00

Kansas $5,873.00 $4,446.00

Kentucky $4,639.00 $3,960.00

Louisiana $4,387.50 $4,210.50

Maine $8,336.00 $6,725.00

Maryland $11,037.00 $7,158.84

Massachusetts $14,647.00 $10,668.00

Michigan $8,219.00 $6,863.00

Minnesota $12,168.00 $9,204.00

Mississippi $4,668.00 $3,794.00

Missouri $6,167.00 $4,611.00

Montana $7,278.00 $6,108.00

nebraska $5,400.00 $5,100.00

nevada $7,369.82 $6,045.00

new Hampshire $18,408.00 $15,340.00

new Jersey $10,204.00 $8,274.00

new Mexico $6,283.56 $5,479.20

new York $11,887.00 $9,391.00

north Carolina $7,800.00 $6,756.00

north dakota $5,663.84 $5,135.00

ohio $6,916.00 $5,564.00

oklahoma $6,029.00 $4,706.00

oregon $8,988.00 $9,012.00

Pennsylvania $11,200.00 $6,800.00

Rhode Island $9,464.00 $7,800.00

South Carolina $5,720.00 $4,940.00

South dakota $6,448.00 $5,304.00

Tennessee $6,529.64 $5,773.00

Texas $5,564.00 $5,564.00

Utah $6,768.00 $5,112.00

Vermont $7,475.00 $7,056.40

Virginia $9,484.00 $7,488.00

Washington $11,388.00 $8,364.00

West Va. $6,450.00 $4,902.00

Wisconsin $11,855.00 $6,959.00

Wyoming $6,435.00 $5,827.00

stAte-by-stAte 
DAy CARe Costs
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The End of The Line: Women In Prison

When families, systems and individuals fail, the result is crime and incarceration. The Bureau of 
Justice Statistics reports that the per capita number of women under the jurisdiction of State or 
Federal correctional authorities is 46.554 per 100,000 people. This puts Arizona at number nine in the 
nation for the number of female prisoners. only oklahoma, delaware, Mississippi, Texas, Alaska, Hawaii, 
Louisiana and Montana higher.

Rank States Amount
  per 100,000 
  people

1 oklahoma: 66.547
2 delaware: 66.033
3 Mississippi: 61.484
4 Texas: 61.059
5 Alaska: 59.82
6 Hawaii: 54.815
7 Louisiana: 52.745
8 Montana: 50.552
9 Arizona: 46.554
10 Idaho: 45.273
11 Missouri: 43.222
12 Connecticut: 42.39
13 Wyoming: 41.234
14 Alabama: 38.352
15 Georgia: 37.872
16 South dakota: 37.632
17 South Carolina: 36.709
18 nevada: 36.359
19 Virginia: 35.758
20 Arkansas: 34.615
21 Tennessee: 31.947
22 California: 30.964
23 Indiana: 30.166
24 new Mexico: 30.129
25 ohio: 27.783

Rank States Amount
  per 100,000 
  people

26 oregon: 27.053
27 Iowa: 25.52
28 West Virginia: 25.263
29 Wisconsin: 25.053
30 Vermont: 22.952
31 Kansas: 22.589
32 nebraska: 20.98
33 Michigan: 20.878
34 Utah: 20.651
35 north dakota: 20.261
36 Rhode Island: 19.327
37 Pennsylvania: 14.699
38 new York: 14.485
39 Massachusetts: 11.58
40 Minnesota: 10.599
41 Maine: 9.459
42 new Hampshire: 9.084
43 Kentucky: 3.738
44 Florida: 3.182
45 north Carolina: 2.798
46 Illinois: 2.155
47 Washington: 2.115
48 Maryland: 2.107
49 new Jersey: 1.686
50 Colorado: 0.407

 Weighted average: 28.8 per 100,000 people

Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2008

despite this seemingly dismal ranking, it is an improvement over the 2007 report, when Arizona ranked 
6th for its number of incarcerated women. 

nUmbeR oF Women 
In stAte oR FeDeRAL 
CoRReCtIonAL FACILItIes
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Women In Prison:

despite the fact that male convicts outnumber women, the rate of growth for women in prison 
is staggering. From 1977 to 2003, for instance, new York State’s female prison population increased 
by approximately 500 percent.54 The price that is paid by female offenders is far more than a loss of 
freedom. When parents, especially mothers, are in prison, the whole family pays. The consequences for 
female offenders and their families go far beyond incarceration. In terms of social services, a conviction 
and time in jail may mean disenfranchisement for life, bans on public housing and bars against 
receiving government financial aid for education. A provision in the 1996 welfare reform law mandates 
a lifetime ban on welfare and food stamps for drug offenders.

A Problem Without A number: domestic Violence

despite increasing incarceration, women are far more often victims of crime, especially domestic 
violence. According to the national Coalition Against domestic Violence, 1 in 4 women will experience 
domestic violence in her lifetime. The Coalition reports that, in 2001 20% of violent crime against 
women was intimate partner violence, (compared with 3% of violent crime against men), and that 
marital rape accounts for 25% of all rapes, affecting over 75,000 women each year.55 

Also according to the Coalition, in 2000 an intimate partner killed 1,247 women; this represents 32% of 
all murders of females (1999 data). The costs of intimate partner violence annually exceeds $5.8 billion, 
including $4.1 billion in direct health care expenses, $900 million in lost productivity, and $900 million 
in lifetime earnings. domestic violence has been estimated to cost employers in the United States 
anywhere from $3-13 billion each year.56 
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Hard To Rank Arizona

There are no national rankings on domestic violence. Though the Bureau of Justice Statistics maintains 
data on crime victims, each state defines the crime differently, and there is little basis for comparison. 
We do know that Arizona has a serious problem with Domestic Violence. Even when the “right” laws 
are on the books, the response of the civil and criminal justice systems often differs depending on the 
status of the victim, in other words – you can do to a spouse, a child or an intimate partner, what you 
couldn’t do to a stranger. 

Arizona Promising Practices
 
For victims of abuse, getting help can be especially difficult. Even after they’ve left their abuser, victims 
often lack basic resources like transportation, child care and especially, legal assistance. What help 
there is may be scattered in different locations and hard to get to. 

 
Diane Halle Center For Family Justice

 
Part of a national family justice center movement to co-locate services for abuse victims of all ages, 
the Diane Halle Center for Family Justice at the ASU Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law aims to bring 
resources together in one place. A partnership with the O’Connor House - Avon Foundation Program for 
Women and Justice, the center is just getting underway. It will house the NextCare Urgent Care Family 
Violence Legal Clinic, which will provide direct legal services. The Center will also engage students and 
professors from the College of Nursing and Health Innovation, School of Social Work and School of 
Social and Family Dynamics at ASU. The center will handle issues related to child abuse, spousal abuse, 
protective orders, custody, prosecutions, family law, juvenile law, and health law matters. The center 
will address not only victim’s legal needs, but offer holistic assistance for practical needs as well.



WOMEN’S POLITIcAL PARTIcIPATION IN ARIZONA

C H A P T E R  F I V E
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WoMEn’S PoLITICAL 
PARTICIPATIon  

In ARIZonA
no right is more precious than the right to vote. Certainly no right is more instrumental in the fight 
for equality. our response to economic and social issues as a nation is funneled through the political 
process. We speak through the ballot box. Federal, state, and local legislation has been instrumental in 
changing the status of women and girls. Title IX alone revolutionized the way girls are education and 
sports are funded. We express our values and priorities and express social change at every level. Women 
especially need to value the power inherent in our right to vote – only relatively recently acquired. 

The history of women’s voting is a paradox. nationally, women got the vote in 1920. However, this came 
after women lost the right to vote in several states where they previously retained this right. According 
to the Women’s History Project of Lexington Area national organization for Women, women lost the 
vote first in new York, Massachusetts, and new Hampshire. Women in every state soon lost the right 
to vote, after a Constitutional Convention that gave the right to determine voting qualifications to the 
states. Incredibly, despite progress on slavery and suffrage for African Americans, Congress failed to 
include women in the grant of voting rights in the 15th amendment. Slowly, however, the tide began to 
turn. States in the west began granting women the right to vote: Idaho, Washington, California grant 
suffrage in this period, followed by oregon, Kansas, and Arizona in 1912. Several states followed, but it is 
not until 1920, that the 19th amendment is ratified, assuring every woman in America the right to vote. 

Arizona’s political landscape for women is a study in contrasts. on one hand, Arizona has a storied 
history of early voting and office holding by women, predating even statehood. The trend continues 
today as Arizona is near the top of the nation, at number 6, for women in statewide elected office, an 
improvement over our already respectable ranking of 10 in the 2007 report. Similarly, we are highly 
ranked, at 9th, for women in the state legislature. does this translate into a strong women’s voting 
bloc? A women’s caucus? Women-friendly policies? Seemingly not. In Arizona, it seems that rugged 
individualism trumps feminism. Women legislators do not meet as a caucus and rarely, if ever, vote as 
a bloc. Though promising trends exist at the party level, in terms of recruiting female candidates for 
office, presently Arizona has not experienced its “year of the woman” yet. 

Similarly, the enthusiasm of female candidates does not seem to translate into enthusiasm among 
female voters. Though our rankings are improving, Arizona still has some of the lowest rankings for 
female voter registration and turnout. It should be noted, however, that gender appears not to be the 
overriding factor in voter behavior in Arizona. Both men and women vote in low numbers in Arizona.
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What’s Going Well: Women Governors

Arizona has a female executive, in the person of Governor Jan Brewer, who running for her second 
term as this report goes to print. She is the third consecutive female Governor of Arizona. She was 
preceded by Janet napolitano, former Attorney General and U.S. Attorney. napolitano is now Secretary 
of Homeland Security and her appointment paved the way for Jan Brewer’s ascension to the Governor’s 
office. napolitano was preceded by another woman, former legislator, Speaker of the House and 
Secretary of State Jane Hull. In 1978, Hull was elected to the Arizona House of Representatives, serving 
until 1993. At that time, Hull resigned her House seat to run a successful campaign for Secretary of 
State. Jane dee Hull became the twentieth Governor of the State of Arizona on September 5, 1997, 
ascending to the Governorship upon the criminal conviction of then-Governor Fife Symington, serving 
the remainder of his term. She was elected in 1998 to serve a second term, a historic first for Arizona, 
as she was the first female governor to be elected in her own right. Rose Mofford helped pave the way 
for Brewer, napolitano, and Hull. In 1977, Governor Bolin appointed Mofford Secretary of State. She was 
elected Secretary of State in 1978, 1982, and ran unopposed in 1986. Ms. Mofford was one of the first 
women in any state to be elected Secretary of State. As Secretary of State, she was first in the line of 
succession for the Governor’s position, and replaced Evan Meacham, who was impeached and removed 
from office in 1988.57 

 Thirty one women (19 democrats and 12 Republicans) have served as governors in 23 states. Arizona is 
the first state in the nation where a woman succeeded another woman as governor, and the first state 
to have had four women governors. nationally, of the 31 governors, 20 were first elected in their own 
right; 3 replaced their husbands, and 8 became governors by constitutional succession. Two of these 
eventually won a full term. In Arizona, Moffard, Hull, and Brewer all first ascended to the governorship 
as Secretaries of State moving up to complete a sitting Governor’s term. only napolitano was first 
elected in her own right.58 
 

Also Going Well: Arizona Highly Ranked For Women In Statewide Elective office

As in 2007, Arizona is in the top 10 states in the country for women in elected office. In 2010, 71 women 
hold statewide elective offices. Among them are 50 democrats, 20 Republicans, and 1 nonpartisan.  
49 states have elected women to statewide office to date. At number 6, Arizona has increased its 
ranking from 2007 when we were 10th in the country. 
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State Elected Officials State Elected Officials State Elected Officials

Alabama 6

Alaska 0

Arizona 3

Arkansas 1

California 1

Colorado 2

Connecticut 4

delaware 2

d.C. 0

Florida 1

Georgia 0

Hawaii 1

Idaho 1

Illinois 1

Indiana 1

Iowa 1

Kansas 1

Kentucky 1

Louisiana 0

Maine 0

Maryland 0

Massachusetts 1

Michigan 2

Minnesota 3

Mississippi 0

Missouri 2

Montana 4

nebraska 0

nevada 3

new Hampshire 0

new Jersey 1

new Mexico 3

new York 0

north Carolina 6

north dakota 1

ohio 2

oklahoma 4

oregon 2

Pennsylvania 0

Rhode Island 1

South Carolina 0

South dakota 0

Tennessee 0

Texas 2

Utah 0

Vermont 1

Virginia 0

Washington 1

West Va. 1

Wisconsin 2

Wyoming 1

Source: Center for Women in Politics 

only north Carolina, Alabama, Connecticut, oklahoma and Montana have more female statewide 
elected officials than Arizona. Arizona shares 6th place with new Mexico, nevada, and Minnesota. 

Women In Congress

Women hold 90, or 16.8%, of the 535 seats in the 111th US Congress — 17, or 17.0%, of the 100 seats in 
the Senate and 73, or 16.8%, of the 435 seats in the House of Representatives. In addition, three women 
serve as delegates to the House from Guam, the Virgin Islands and Washington, dC.59 

Less than 2% (225) of the people who have ever served in Congress have been women. Rep. nancy Pelosi 
(d-CA), former House democratic Leader, and now Speaker of the House, is the highest-ranking woman 
ever to serve in Congress. Arizona has two members of Congress who are women, Representative Ann 
Kirkpatrick (d - 01), and Representative Gabrielle Giffords (d - 08).

stAteWIDe eLeCtIve 
eXeCUtIve Women
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At The State Level: 

In 2010, nearly 25% of the state legislators in the United States are women. Women hold 22% of state 
senate seats and 25% of state house or assembly seats. Since 1971, the number of women serving in 
state legislatures has more than quintupled.60 

State Rank % Women

Alabama 48 12.9

Alaska 34 21.7

Arizona 9 31.1

Arkansas 28 23.0

California 17 27.5

Colorado 3 37.0

Connecticut 7 32.1

delaware 21 25.8

Florida 27 23.1

Georgia 38 19.5

Hawaii 5 32.9

Idaho 22 25.7

Illinois 15 28.2

Indiana 35 21.3

Iowa 26 23.3

Kansas 12 30.3

Kentucky 45 15.9

State Rank % Women

Louisiana 44 16.0

Maine 13 29.0

Maryland 10 30.9

Massachusetts 19 26.0

Michigan 23 25.0

Minnesota 4 34.8

Mississippi 47 14.4

Missouri 29 22.3

Montana 19 26.0

nebraska 36 20.4

nevada 8 31.7

new Hampshire 1 37.5

new Jersey 14 28.3

new Mexico 11 30.4

new York 24 24.5

north Carolina 18 26.5

north dakota 43 16.3

State Rank % Women

ohio 32 22.0

oklahoma 49 11.4

oregon 16 27.8

Pennsylvania 46 15.4

Rhode Island 30 22.1

South Carolina 50 10.0

South dakota 37 20.0

Tennessee 40 18.9

Texas 25 23.8

Utah 30 22.1

Vermont 2 37.2

Virginia 39 19.3

Washington 6 32.7

West Va. 42 16.4

Wisconsin 32 22.0

Wyoming 41 16.7

Source: Center for Women in Politics 2010.

At 9th in the country, Arizona is doing extremely well electing women to legislative office. In our 
Senate, we have 7 democrats and 4 Republican women, holding 11 out of 30 seats. In the House, there 
are 17 women out of 60 members, with 9 democrats and 8 Republicans. only Colorado, Connecticut, 
Hawaii, Minnesota, nevada, new Hampshire, Vermont and Washington exceed Arizona’s representation 
by women, and Arizona is one of the most balanced states, with democrats and Republicans running 
and winning in nearly equal numbers over time. 

 

Women In stAte 
LegIsLAtURes 2010
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Getting Better: Voter Registration

Arizona’s voter registration numbers for 1998 and 2000 came in at 54.2 percent, ranking Arizona 47th 
in the nation, according to the Institute for Women’s Policy Research (IWPR) Political Participation 
index of 2004, updated for 2006, and reported in our 2007 status report. Updated numbers are an 
improvement, in the 2008 election cycle, 63.2% of women were registered to vote, improving our 
ranking from 47 to 43rd in the country.61 nationally, women register and vote slightly more often than 
men.62 Women voters have constituted a majority of voters since 1964. 
 
Arizona’s ranking is still near the bottom in the nation for women’s voting, at 43rd. However, it is an 
improvement not only over the 2007 report. Sadly though, our ranking is still not at the level it reached 
in the year 2000 when the percentage of women registered to vote ranked Arizona at more respectable 
38th in the nation. It should be noted that women in Arizona register at higher levels than men. Men in 
Arizona register at a dismal 59.4 percent.

State % Women Rank
 Registered

Alabama 73 16

Alaska 72 22

Arizona 63.2 43

Arkansas 66.3 38

California 57.8 49

Colorado 67.2 33

Connecticut 67.4 32

delaware 71.7 24

Florida 64.8 42

Georgia 68.2 30

Hawaii 54.6 50

Idaho 66.7 35

Illinois 66.4 36

Indiana 68.2 31

Iowa 75.4 10

Kansas 69.5 28

Kentucky 73.5 15

State % Women Rank
 Registered

Louisiana 76.8 5

Maine 79.7 2

Maryland 70.4 25

Massachusetts 66.4 37

Michigan 75.8 9

Minnesota 77.9 4

Mississippi 76.5 6

Missouri 74.2 13

Montana 72.2 19

nebraska 74.1 14

nevada 58.8 48

new Hampshire 75.9 8

new Jersey 62.7 44

new Mexico 65.3 41

new York 59.3 47

north Carolina 74.3 12

north dakota 84.9 1

State % Women Rank
 Registered

ohio 72.1 21

oklahoma 67.1 34

oregon 70.4 26

Pennsylvania 69.3 29

Rhode Island 73 17

South Carolina 76.2 7

South dakota 78.5 3

Tennessee 65.8 40

Texas 61.3 45

Utah 60.9 46

Vermont 72.8 18

Virginia 72.2 20

Washington 70 27

West Va. 66.3 39

Wisconsin 74.9 11

Wyoming 71.8 23 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau “Voting and Registration of Voting Age Population by Sex 2008 Election Cycle

Women’s voteR 
RegIstRAtIon 2008
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Also Improving: Voter Turnout

Women are not registering to vote in great numbers in Arizona, and it appears that they are even 
less likely to vote. Voter turnout in 1998 and 2000 showed that 41.4 percent of Arizona women voted, 
putting Arizona at 50th in the nation, out of 51. 

We’ve improved somewhat over those rates, now ranking at 43rd in the country.63 
 

State % Registered Rank 
 Women Voting

Alabama 65 24

Alaska 62.9 29

Arizona 55.3 43

Arkansas 55.6 42

California 53.9 46

Colorado 63.9 27

Connecticut 61.6 32

delaware 66.1 15

Florida 58.6 38

Georgia 62.3 30

Hawaii 47.1 50

Idaho 59.4 36

Illinois 59.5 35

Indiana 59 37

Iowa 69.9 7

Kansas 63.8 28

Kentucky 64.1 26

State % Registered Rank 
 Women Voting

Louisiana 67.5 11

Maine 74.2 1

Maryland 71.3 3

Massachusetts 66.1 15

Michigan 69.2 9

Minnesota 71.9 2

Mississippi 65.3 22

Missouri 61.6 32

Montana 66.1 15

nebraska 67.7 10

nevada 52.8 48

new Hampshire 71.2 4

new Jersey 57.3 39

new Mexico 59.9 34

new York 53.3 47

north Carolina 65.8 19

north dakota 70.5 6

State % Registered Rank 
 Women Voting

ohio 65 24

oklahoma 56.6 40

oregon 66 18

Pennsylvania 62.2 31

Rhode Island 65.8 19

South Carolina 67.2 12

South dakota 70.8 5

Tennessee 56.5 41

Texas 51.6 49

Utah 55.2 44

Vermont 65.2 23

Virginia 67.1 13

Washington 65.5 21

West Va. 54.2 45

Wisconsin 69.7 8

Wyoming 66.7 14

Source: U.S. Census Bureau “Voting and Registration of Voting Age Population by Sex 2008 Election Cycle

It should be noted, that, like in voter registration, women in Arizona are doing better than men. While 
53.3% of Arizona women were registered to vote in 2008, only 51% of men were.
 

Women’s voteR  
tURnoUt
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A Word on Voting Behavior In Arizona: 

As we have seen in the preceding, though Arizona’s voter turnout for women is improving, but still 
low. Arizona general voter turnout is also low, in proportion to the rest of the country. neither women 
nor men are voting in a high proportion here. However, voting turnout overall for the United States is 
low, compared to democracies elsewhere in the world. only about 58.2 percent of the Americans voted 
in national elections in 2008, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 55.7% of men and 60.4% of women. 
By comparison, the island nation of Malta leads the world in voter turnout, with an average of 96.7 
percent casting ballots, and Italy leads Europe with 90.2 percent participation.64 

Registration difficult

Experts believe that because registration in the United States is voluntary and often difficult or 
inconvenient, citizens here register in lower numbers than in nations where voter registration is less 
restrictive, more convenient, even automatic.65 

Weekday Voting A Problem

The U.S. Custom of holding elections on a weekday may also be a factor. of eighty-six countries 
considered democracies that hold their election on one single day, almost half held their latest election 
on a Sunday. Saturday and Monday were the second most frequent days around the world, while the 
United States holds its elections on Tuesdays.66 About 10 percent of the democracies in the world 
practice several-day polling for at least some of their elections. other countries, like Australia and 
Belgium, have more than 80 percent participation, but voting there is mandatory. The United States 
also asks its citizens to vote more often than nearly all other countries, experts say.67 The only European 
country with lower turnout - Switzerland with an average of 37.7 percent participation over the last  
10 years - also had more elections with an election or referendum about six or seven times a year.68 
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Reforms 

Whether the United States moves its elections to weekends, or holds elections over several days 
seems a long way off. However, several states have experimented with same-day registration and vote-
by-mail. Arizona has been a leader in vote-by mail. Thirty states allow absentee ballots to be cast for 
any reason, with mixed results. Ballots arriving early must be kept secret, and are more cumbersome to 
count, meaning that election results increasingly are not available on election night, as Americans have 
grown accustomed to. States likely will continue to struggle, and voter turnout is likely to be an issue, 
for men and women, for the foreseeable future. 

 
What’s The Problem?

Though Arizona ranks very high in the number of female elected officials, we can see from our other 
rankings across the measures in this report that this fact somehow does not translate uniformly into 
government policies which allow all Arizona women to enjoy good health, comfortably support their 
families, live in safety and dignity, and engage meaningfully in our democracy at the grass-roots level. 
Experts speculate that this may be the result of several factors which have the combined effect of 
electing extreme candidates who do not represent the views of mainstream Arizona. What are these 
factors? Some theorize that our legislative districts, our Clean Elections public funding system, and 
term limits have become problematic, when combined.

Arizona Independent Redistricting System

Redistricting, which happens after every Census, is controlled by the ruling legislative party in most 
states. In order to provide a more neutral system in Arizona, the Arizona Independent Redistricting 
Commission was formed by the passage of Proposition 106 in the 2000 General Election. Proposition 
106 amends the Arizona Constitution to create a five-member commission to redraw Congressional 
and Legislative district boundaries following the 2000 Census. The five-member Redistricting 
Commission acts independently of the State Legislature.69 Many believed that creation of the 
Commission would create more competitive districts, perhaps resulting in more moderate candidates 
from both parties elected to office. However, litigation and subsequent court decisions severely 
curtailed the Commission’s effectiveness in this regard. In their effort to protect communities of 
interest, Arizona wound up with many “safe” districts and only one or two truly competitive districts. 
Elections in safe districts are decided in the primaries, which attract a lower voter turnout, and those 
who do turn out tend to be less moderate, more liberal or conservative than average voters. This means 
that legislators may not be representative of the majority of voters in their district. 
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Arizona Clean Elections

The Citizens Clean Elections Act was passed by the people of Arizona in 1998 to level the playing 
field when it comes to running for office. The Act allows candidates, running for the Legislature or 
statewide offices the opportunity to forgo special interest money by collecting a certain number of $5 
donations. In return, the candidate will receive full funding for their campaigns.70 Many hoped clean 
elections would eliminate the power of “special interests” and candidates with tremendous personal 
wealth. It was thought that Clean Elections would level the playing field and allow ordinary people 
access to public office. The system attracted tremendous interest and many candidates switched to 
public funding, and many new candidates sought office. In 2006, both candidates for Governor ran 
with public funding through clean elections. However, reviews on clean elections are mixed. Though 

“special interest” money may buy influence, it also acts as a filter against candidates far outside the 
mainstream. While successful in attracting people who otherwise would never consider running for 
office, the system does now subsidize (with public money) those with previously managed to raise their 
own funds. However, Clean Elections can rightfully take credit for energizing many average citizens 
who could not previously “afford” to run for office. 

Term Limits In AZ

In the early 90’s a term limit movement was sweeping the country, largely out of frustration with 
Congress, where a single party had dominated for more than 40 years. In 192 Arizona approved a 
measure limiting the terms of legislators at both the federal and state level. Arizona voters set limits 
of six years for congressmen, 12 years for U.S. senators and eight years each for legislators. Yet, as in 
other states, the term limits that applied to congressional offices were struck down in court, leaving 
only legislators subject to term limits.71 But do term limits help or hurt? one theory holds that term 
limits encourage average citizens, rather than career politicians, to seek office. It is also believed that 
when power regularly changes hands, special interests have less ability to take hold. The opposing 
view holds that term limits mean that legislators acquire no experience, and are thrust into leadership 
roles before acquiring knowledge and expertise about issues and systems. Further, career politicians 
typically acquire more nuanced views of issues after many years of experience, and become more 
moderate and pragmatic. With term limits, this is less likely. Finally, opponents argue that term limits 
actually weaken elected officials by empowering staff and lobbyists who then are the only ones with 
deep institutional memory.
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Arizona Promising Practices 

As you have read above, the issues facing Arizona and its system of electing and retaining public 
officials is complex, and many argue, sometimes results in policies and decisions that are out of step 
with what most Arizonans want. Is Arizona’s system broken? Perhaps not yet. Several individuals 
and organizations are operating under the theory that Arizona should build upon its successes, and 
encourage mainstream Arizona to increase its civic engagement and participate actively in our political 
process. O’Connor House is one such effort.

O’Connor House

The O’Connor House project was formed in 2008 to preserve the original adobe home of U.S. Supreme 
Court Associate Justice Sandra Day O’Connor and carry on the legacy of the house as a gathering place 
where civil talk leads to civic action.72 In a relaxed and convivial atmosphere, leaders were encouraged 
to reach consensus on vital issues, even reaching across party lines to write Senate bills. Now the home 
is not only a gathering place, but a symbol for a new generation of leaders who want to reach across 
party lines to create a better future. O’Connor House collaborates with countless civic, academic and 
community groups, advocates for responsible public policies, and encourages us all to create a better 
Arizona for our children.
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economIc stAtUs
21st FoR WoMEn’S MEdIAn AnnUAL EARnInGS

United States Census Bureau, median earnings for Female Full-time, year Round Workers  
(in 2007 Inflations-Adjusted Dollars). American Community Survey 2008.

16th FoR WoMEn’S EARnInGS RATIo
Kaiser Family Foundation, gender Wage gap for Women who are Full-time year-Round Workers Compared  
to non-Hispanic White men, by state and Race/ethnicity, 2004-2006.  
<http://www.kfff.org/womensdisparities/>.

26th FoR WoMEn ABoVE THE PoVERTY LInE
United States Census Bureau, Income, earnings, and poverty Data from  
the 2007 American Community survey. September 2009, detailed Tables.

42nd FoR WoMEn’S LABoR FoRCE PARTICIPATIon
Hartmann, Heidi, Sorokina olga, and Williams Erica. the best and Worst state economies for Women. 
Washington, d.C.: Institute for Women’s Policy Research, 2006.

27th FoR WoMEn In MAnAGERIAL And PRoFESSIonAL oCCUPATIonS
Hartmann, Heidi, Sorokina olga, and Williams Erica. the best and Worst state economies for Women. 
Washington, d.C.: Institute for Women’s Policy Research, 2006.

14th FoR WoMEn’S BUSInESS oWnERSHIP
Hartmann, Heidi, Sorokina olga, and Williams Erica. the best and Worst state economies for Women. 
Washington, d.C.: Institute for Women’s Policy Research, 2006.

edUcAtIon
49th FoR nUMBER oF WoMEn WITH HIGH SCHooL dIPLoMA

“Published High School Graduation Rates”. The national Center for Higher Education Management Systems. 
8/31/2010. <http://www.higheredinfo.org>. 

34th FoR HIGH SCHooL GRAdUATIon RATE
Kaiser Family Foundation, Women with no High school Diploma, by state and Race/ethnicity, 2004-2006. 
<http://www.kfff.org/womensdisparities/>.

26th FoR WoMEn WITH A CoLLEGE dEGREE
U.S. department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 2006. percent of Women Age 25 and older with a  
Four year College Degree or more by race and ethnicity. Compiled by the Institute for Women’s Policy Research.

2nd FoR WoMEn EnRoLLEd In PoST SECondARY EdUCATIon
national Center for Education Statistics, total Fall enrollment, Female, per capita, by state.  
<http://www.statemaster.com>

HeAltH
49th FoR PREnATAL CARE

Kaiser Family Foundation, Late Initiation of or no prenatal Care, by state and Race/ethnicity 2007,  
derived from putting Women’s Health Care Disparities on the map, Kaiser. <www.statehealthfacts.org>

26th FoR InFAnT MoRTALITY
Kaiser Family Foundation, Infant mortality Rate (Deaths per 1,000 live births), 2005, derived from the 
national Vital Statistics Report,  
Vol 57, no. 2. July30, 2008.

5th FoR BREAST CAnCER SURVIVAL
Kaiser Family Foundation, breast Cancer Deaths per 100,000 Women, 2007, Calculated by the national 
Cancer Institute. <www.statehealthfacts.org>
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24th FoR AnnUAL InCIdEnCE oF AIdS
Kaiser Family Foundation, new AIDs Cases, by state and Race/ethnicity 2007, derived from putting Women’s 
Health Care Disparities on the map, Kaiser. <www.statehealthfacts.org>

27th FoR CERVICAL CAnCER SURVIVAL
Kaiser Family Foundation, Cervical Cancer Deaths per 100,000 Women, 2007, Calculated by the national 
Cancer Institute. <www.statehealthfacts.org>

45th FoR HEALTH InSURAnCE CoVERAGE
Kaiser Family Foundation, no Health Insurance Coverage, by state and Race/ethnicity, 2004-2006, derived 
from putting Women’s Health Care Disparities on the map <http://www.kfff.org/womensdisparities/>.

socIAl JUstIce
5th FoR TEEn BIRTHS To GIRLS WHo ARE ALREAdY MoTHERS

Child Trends, Repeat teen Childbearing: Differences Across states and by Race and ethnicity, derived from 
national Center for Health Statistics data. 2007. 

29th FoR AFFoRdABILITY oF InFAnT CHILd CARE
national Association of Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies, state by state Day Care Costs, 2009. 

33rd FoR WELFARE BEnEFIT LEVEL
Administration of Children and Families, United States department of Health and Human Services,  
tAnF: total number of Families, Fiscal and Calendar year 2008.

46th FoR CHILd SUPPoRT EnFoRCEMEnT RATE
Annie E. Casey Foundation, KidsCoUnT databank. Female-Headed Families Receiving Child support, 
Compiled from U.S. Census data, American Community Survey 2007.

9th FoR nUMBER oF WoMEn In PRISon
U.S. department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics. prisoners in 2008: number of Women In state or 
Federal Correctional Facilities by state, december 2008. 

PolItIcAl PARtIcIPAtIon
43rd FoR WoMEn’S VoTER REGISTRATIon

U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, november 2008, Reported voting and Registration of the 
voting Age population, by sex, Race, and Hispanic origin, ranked by the Arizona Foundation for Women, 2010. 

43rd FoR WoMEn’S VoTER TURnoUT
U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, november 2008, Reported voting and Registration of the 
voting Age population, by sex, Race, and Hispanic origin, ranked by the Arizona Foundation for Women, 2010.

6th FoR WoMEn In STATEWIdE ELECTEd oFFICE
Center for American Women in Politics (CAWP), statewide elective executive Women, 2010, ranked by the 
Arizona Foundation for Women, 2010. 

9th WoMEn In STATE LEGISLATURE
Center for American Women in Politics (CAWP), Women in state Legislatures, 2010, ranked by the Arizona 
Foundation for Women, 2010.
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women and the economic downturn in Arizona:
As noted in our report, “Arizona Women 2007: A Status Update”, and our issue brief, “Arizona Women in 
Poverty” in 2008, the economic status of women is connected to their well being in all aspects of their 
lives. A woman who is economically independent will be able to provide a decent living for her children, 
even in the absence of financial assistance from their father. divorce and widowhood are far less of a 
threat to women who are independent and stable wage earners. Access to health insurance, higher 
education, housing, and adequate nutrition all hinge on a woman’s economic status.

The current economic downturn has had disastrous effects on families across the nation. However, 
as we shall see in the following pages, the recession has been particularly harsh for Arizona, and 
extremely punishing to Arizona women struggling to raise families. Arizona is wrestling with the 
collapse of the low-end mortgage industry and its ripple effect on financial institutions, home values, 
the construction industry, and development concerns. As the national economy recovers, Arizona’s is 
still weak: job losses, foreclosures, and evictions are all still on the increase. Many local economists 
predict that Arizona will not recover until 2014.

In addition, our state and local governments are grappling with serious revenue shortfalls due to 
flawed tax policies and have to identify programs to cut or eliminate. This puts the “safety net” of 
health and welfare benefits that support working poor women and their families at huge risk. So far, 
policymakers have given in to the temptation to cut these programs to provide short-term savings. 
Indeed, Arizona may see the disappearance of any public funding for safety net services besides 
those federally mandated. However, as policymakers are learning, these cuts quickly become counter-
productive as women are forced to leave the workforce, and rely even more heavily on government and 
charitable assistance to survive.

Finally, Arizona’s nonprofit community has been similarly hard hit. Those with government contracts 
have seen them severely cut or eliminated entirely. For the first time in decades, charitable giving is 
down, across the nation, and in Arizona. Conversely, demand for funding and services has increased 
exponentially as struggling women and the organizations seeking to help them fight for survival. 

As this report goes to print, Arizona women and children’s well-being hang in the balance. our entire 
community must focus on poverty and the safety net, and devise sustainable solutions for Arizona’s 
most vulnerable. Economists, opinion leaders, and politicians agree: the next two years are critical. 
organizations and individuals across the state must ask themselves: “What kind of Arizona do we want 
to live in?” 

At the Arizona Foundation for Women, we envision a State that values the safety, health, and economic 
security of women and girls; one that helps them live free from fear and violence, in a just society. our 
philanthropy and advocacy must be directed to that end. In order to accomplish this, however, we must 
have a detailed and clear understanding of the task at hand. on the following pages, we will attempt 
to paint a picture of Arizona women and the challenges they face in this historic downturn.

InTRodUCTIon
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9.6%
UnEMPLoYMEnT

12.2%
UnEMPLoYMEnT AMonG SInGLE MoTHERS

81%
AnnUAL InCREASE In FoRECLoSURES 

40.6%
AnnUAL InCREASE In BAnKRUPTCIES

37.2%
PoVERTY RATE FoR SInGLE MoTHER FAMILIES 

Sources: Unemployment- Institute for Women’s Policy Research Fact Sheet: Unemployment Among Single Mother Families, September 2009, 
Foreclosures- CnnMoney.com, “Foreclosures up a Record 81% in 2008,” January 15, 2009, Foreclosures- Calculated Risk Finance and Economics, 
“Personal Bankruptcy Filings increase in June,” July 2, 2009, Poverty- national Women’s Law Center, “Poverty Among Women and Families 2000-
2008: Recession deepens Poverty,” September 2009

THE nATIonAL EConoMY
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UNEMPLOYMENT  
BY MARITAL STATUS

The “Great Recession” and Women 

The consensus among economists is that the current recession is the worst economic downturn since 
the Great Depression.i While the United States economy has experienced other serious recessions, 
especially those of the mid 70’s and early 80’s, the current decline dwarfs those two. The current 
difficulty officially began in December 2007, two years ago.ii The longest recession prior to that lasted 
16 months. The current recession is also more widespread, with most industries cutting back on 
production, and every state reporting increases in unemployment.

Seemingly everyone is suffering. But are some suffering more than others? The data indicate that 
women, especially single mothers struggling to raise a family, are facing new and heightened risks.iii 
In 2008, the unemployment rate among adult women workers went up more rapidly than for men,  
a 20% increase, versus a 17 percent increase for men.iv The downturn caused all wages to fall, but the 
decline for women workers (3%) was significantly greater than for men (.5%).v Women are also 
disproportionately at risk in the current foreclosure crisis: women are 32 percent more likely than  
men to have a subprime mortgage.vi

Source: Data released by the Institute for Women’s Policy Researching September 2009

20082007

3.3

6.5

9.8

13.0

2009

Married Women All Men and Women         Single Mothers
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THE INCREASING 
NUMBER OF SINGLE 

MOTHER EARNERS

More Women Than Ever Are The Sole Provider For Their Families

These statistics are unsettling, especially given that more and more women are the sole support for 
their families. Indeed, since 1975, the number of traditional, male-breadwinner families has steadily 
declined, while the number of single mother earners has increased, until it finally surpassed the 
number of traditional households in the year 2000.

Source: Data compiled from the Current Population Survey by the Institute for Women’s Policy Research in 2009

More than ever, the importance of equitable wages and benefits for female workers is paramount. 
In 2008 the poverty rate for female-headed families with children was 37.2 percent, compared with 
17.6 percent for male-headed families, and 7.5 percent of families headed by a married couple.vii
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50TH
FoR JoB CREATIon

17TH
FoR ConSUMER BAnKRUPTCY FILInGS

3Rd
In FoRECLoSURES

2nd
FoR InCREASE In Food STAMP CASELoAd

2nd
FoR oVERALL EConoMIC dISTRESS

Sources: Job Creation- U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2009, Consumer Bankruptcy Filings- Automated Access to Court Electronic Records (AACER), 
as compiled by Tyler Metzger for CreditCards.com, october 12, 2009, Foreclosures, Food Stamp Caseload and overall Economic distress- “Economic 
data Can be Used to Target State Fiscal Relief Effectively,” Iris J. Lav, et al, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, July 9, 2009.

ARIZonA EConoMY RAnKS…
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Arizona’s Economy one of The Worst In The nation: no Recovery Until 2014 

The national recession has hit Arizona’s economy harder than any other state, according to the  
W.P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University. When analysts combine employment, poverty, 
and foreclosure measures, they rank Arizona as second in the nation for economic distress, behind only 
Florida in the seriousness of its fiscal woes.

Distress Ranking State Distress Ranking State

1 Florida 29 new York 

2 Arizona 30 d.C.

3 (tie) nevada 31 (tie)  Indiana

3 (tie) Rhode Island 31 (tie) West Virginia

5 California 33 Utah

6 delaware 34 (tie) Georgia

7 Idaho 34 (tie) Tennessee

8 Maine 36 (tie) South Carolina

9 (tie) Vermont 36 (tie) South dakota

9 (tie) Wisconsin 38 Kentucky

11 Maryland 39 Mississippi

12 Minnesota 40 (tie) Alabama

13 Massachusetts 40 (tie) Arkansas

14 new Jersey 42  new Mexico

15 Hawaii 43 Wyoming

16 Michigan 44 north Carolina

17 (tie) Alaska 45 Montana

17 (tie) Virginia 46 Colorado

19 oregon 47 Kansas

20 Connecticut 48 nebraska

21 new Hampshire 49 oklahoma

22 Missouri 50 Louisiana

23 ohio 51 Texas

24 Iowa

25 Washington

26 (tie) Illinois 

26 (tie) north dakota

26 (tie)  Pennsylvania

Source: data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics as compiled by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, “State Economic distress Based on 
Recent Trends in Employment, Housing, Foreclosures, and Food Stamp Caseloads,” September 2009

stAte eConomIC 
DIstRess
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Arizona’s job losses were the worst or next-to-worst of all the states in every month of 2009. Arizona 
has never lost this many jobs before, even during the depression. 57,000 jobs were lost in 2008 and 
three times that many, 183,100, are expected to be lost in 2009. Worse, no new jobs are being created; 
Arizona is dead last in job creation.

State Rank

north dakota 1

South dakota 3

Montana 6

Texas 11

Wyoming 17

new Mexico 19

Washington 26

Colorado 34

Utah 35

California 42

Idaho 46

oregon 47

nevada 49

Arizona 50

Source: data from “SRP Economic Forecast 2010,” Presentation by Lee McPheters, W.P. Carey School of Business, november 2009

Beleaguered citizens ask, “When will it be over?” The answer: not any time soon. Arizona State 
University economist dennis Hoffman warns that Arizona’s job picture might not improve until  
2014 or 2015.x

mAny WesteRn stAtes 
LAg In Job CReAtIon; 
ARIzonA RAnKs LAst 
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1ST
RAnKInG FoR REVEnUE SHoRTFALL

$3.4 BILLIon
SIZE oF dEFICIT FoR 2011

51%
dEFICIT AS A PERCEnTAGE oF EXPECTEd GEnERAL FUnd REVEnUES FoR 2011

70%
SHARE oF CUTS ALLoCATEd To HEALTH, HUMAn SERVICES And EdUCATIon

50TH
RAnKInG FoR AMoUnT oF STATE And LoCAL TAXES PAId, PER PERSon

Sources: Revenue Shortfall- “Recession Continues to Batter State Budgets; State Responses Could Slow Recovery’” Elizabeth Mcnichol and nicholas 
Johnson, Center for Budget and Policy Priorities, december 23, 2009, Size of deficit for 2011& deficit as a Percentage of Expected GF Revenues for 
2011- “Arizona Budget Status 2010-2011,” office of Governor Janice K. Brewer, december 2009, Share of Cuts- AZ Joint Legislative Budget Committee 
data, as compiled by Children’s Action Alliance, december 1, 2009, Ranking of State and Local Taxes-“Economic outlook Luncheon 2010-2011, 
Marshal J. Vest, Eller College of Management, The University of Arizona, december 11, 2009.

ARIZonA STATE BUdGET CRISIS
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State Government Budget Cuts: dismantling The Safety net 

The current recession, the worst since the 1930’s for the rest of the nation and the worst ever for Arizona, has 

caused the steepest decline in state tax receipts on record. Despite making incredibly steep cuts beginning in 

2009, Arizona and other states continue to face huge budget gaps, including mid-year shortfalls. for mid-year 2010, 

Arizona has the worst revenue shortfall in the nation, as a percentage of the 2010 budget enacted in June.

State Size of Gap Percent of FY 2010
  General Fund Budget

Alabama $401 million 5.5%
Arizona $2.0 billion 20.5%
Arkansas $107 million 2.4%
california $6.3 billion 6.8%
colorado $561 million 7.5%
connecticut $549 million 3.1%
D.c. $150 million 2.4%
florida $147 million 0.6%
Georgia $1.2 billion 7.0%
Hawaii $533 million 10.4%
Idaho $151 million 6.0%
Illinois $5.0 billion 14.3%
Indiana $309 million 2.2%
Iowa $415 million 7.0%
Kansas $459 million 7.5%
Kentucky $1.2 billion 12.9%
Maine $209 million 3.5%
Maryland $936 million 6.8%
Massachusetts $600 million 2.1%
Minnesota $209 million 1.4%
Mississippi $370 million 7.4%
Missouri $690 million 7.7%
Nebraska $155 million 4.4%
Nevada $67 million 2.2%
New Hampshire $38 million 2.4%
New Jersey $400 million 1.4%
New Mexico $650 million 11.8%
New York $3.2 billion 5.7%
Ohio $296 million 1.1%
Oklahoma $550 million 9.6%
Pennsylvania  $450 million 1.7%
Rhode Island $400 million 13.0%
South carolina $439 million 7.6%
Tennessee $96 million 0.9%
Utah $279 million 5.5%
Vermont $28 million 2.5%
Virginia $1.8 billion 11.1%
Washington $2.6 billion 8.4%
West Virginia $100 million 2.6%
Wyoming $32 million 1.7%

Source: data from Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, Updated december 23, 2009

stAtes WItH pRoJeCteD 
mID yeAR bUDget gAps
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The problem just gets worse in 2011. The size of the deficit for the next fiscal year is $3.4 billion, and 
growing.xii That’s over half of the total general fund revenues expected for 2011.xiii

Source: Data from Office of Governor Janice K. Brewer, “General Fund Ongoing Revenue and Expenditures”, December 2009

So what’s the solution? Many argue we’ve got to “right-size” and cut Arizona government down to the 
size we can afford. But what is the “right size,” and who bears the brunt of cuts?

Source: Data from Joint Legislative Budget Committee Budget Summaries from 2009, as compiled by Children’s Action Alliance, “More than 70% of 
the General Fund Budget Cuts Since February 2009 Have been to Health, Human Services, and Education $813 million out of $1.1 billion

ARIZONA REVENUE 
AND EXPENDITURES – 

A STRUCTURAL DEFICIT

HEALTH, HUMAN 
SERVICES, EDUCATION 
TAKE BRUNT OF CUTS

20082005

2.8

0.0

8.3

5.5

11.0

2006 2007 2010 20112009

GF Expenditures (billions)

GF Revenue (billions)

K-12 Education
$290,575,600

Economic Security
$210,982,700

Health Services
$57,429,400

AHCCCS
$52,766,900

All Other Agencies
$220,540,100

Corrections
$81,550,600

Higher Education
$201,583,400
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Cuts Alone? 

Arizona state agencies have taken over $1billion in budget cuts since the beginning of 2009.xiv Most of 
that, over 70%, were taken from health, education, and welfare programs. nearly a third, $321,179,000, 
came just from health and human services, not K-12 education, or university spending. Cuts this deep 
devastate the safety net which protects poor and vulnerable women trying to raise their families. Yet 
most policymakers continue to maintain that cuts to programs are the only way to bridge the budget 
gap. Many even propose tax cuts, on top of program cuts. Is this fair? Perhaps the more relevant 
question may be: Is it smart? The Arizona Town Hall findings, issued in november of 2009, determined 
that the tax burden in Arizona is low and declining. The findings state that, compared to the size of the 
Arizona economy, ongoing general fund revenue has fallen…and is now the lowest on record.xv Arizona 
ranks nearly dead last, at 50th, for the size of its tax burden on individuals.xvi Even when adjusted 
for Arizona’s lower per capita incomes, Arizona still ranks near the bottom. We are 39th for state 
general fund revenue as a percentage of personal income.xvii Simple math provides perhaps the best 
perspective: policymakers cannot continue to cut both taxes and programs. Mainstream economists 
agree that beyond a certain point, tax cuts do not stimulate economic growth. Similarly, program cuts 
that go too deep may impose more costs than they save. 

Voters And Policymakers Are At odds.

Arizona is one of a handful of states (California is another) where voters are especially fond of direct 
democracy, via ballot initiative. There is often a wide chasm between what “average Arizonans” favor, 
and those which legislators approve of, due to the number of safe voting districts, most of which favor 
conservative candidates. At times this puts the majority of legislators woefully out of touch with what 
the majority of Arizonans want. Increasingly, voters speak on budgetary matters through the initiative 
and referendum processes.xviii Initiative proponents argue that they have had been forced to take action 
because of the Legislature’s unwillingness to respond to popular demands.xix Yet this dynamic of “ballot 
box budgeting” means that program and funding decisions have been made by the voters one at a 
time, in a vacuum, without consideration of overall priorities, or their impact on revenues.xx Many of 
the voter-approved programs earmark funds or require that the Legislature finance programs out of 
general funds, reducing the amount of money available for other purposes. This puts the Legislature 
under tremendous pressure, when there is a precipitous decline in revenue. Voter-approved measures 
are nearly impossible to alter because of Proposition 105, the “Voter Protection Act” adopted in 1998 
(yet another ballot initiative), which requires a three-fourths vote in both legislative chambers to 
make any change in measures adopted by the voters. Legislators’ hands are tied another way, by 
Proposition 108, a 1992 voter-approved initiative. Prop 108 mandates that a two-thirds majority vote of 
the Legislature is necessary to levy new taxes or add new revenue streams to State coffers. So, while 
voters can demand more programs and services, they have also limited the Legislature’s ability to raise 
revenue to cope with mounting costs. In the current economic environment, with revenues declining 
and demands for services increasing, it’s a ‘perfect storm’.
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$6.42 BILLIon
dRoP In CHARITABLE GIVInG In 2008

66%
PERCEnT oF PUBLIC CHARITIES SEEInG dECREASEd donATIonS nATIonALLY

75%
PERCEnT oF ARIZonA nonPRoFITS REPoRTInG dECLInE In donATIonS

76%
PERCEnT oF ARIZonA nonPRoFITS SEEInG An InCREASE In dEMAnd FoR SERVICES

31%
InCREASE In THE nUMBER oF ARIZonA RESIdEnTS GoInG HUnGRY

Sources: drop in Charitable Giving & Percent Seeing decrease nationally- Giving USA Foundation, 2008, Percent of AZ nonprofits Reporting 
decline & Percent AZ nonprofits Seeing an Increase in demand- 2008 Governor’s Survey of AZ nonprofits, Increase in the number of AZ Residents 
Going Hungry- USdA Report of Food Security, 2005-2007

non-PRoFITS STRUGGLE
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Can nonprofits Bridge The Gap? Giving Slows; demand Skyrockets

Although the United States population remains one of the most charitable on earth, with giving 
exceeding $300 billion for the second year in a row in 2008xxi, donations fell by almost $7 billion…just as 
demands for help are rising rapidly. Closer to home, the 2008 Governor’s Survey of Arizona nonprofits 
reports that 75% of Arizona nonprofits surveyed noted a decline in revenues or donations over the prior 
year.xxii The largest decreases were reported from agencies serving women and families’ mental health 
and hunger needs. However, the reports of increased demand for services are not merely anecdotal. 
Community Information and Referral Services, the organization people in need are most likely to call 
seeking help for their family, reported that calls from the last quarter of 2007/2008 to the first quarter 
of 2008/2009 increased by 37.7%; more than 23,767 additional calls.

data from Maricopa County Community Information and Referral

Rising unemployment, falling wages, and increasing costs for childcare, transportation, and food 
combine to make this perhaps the toughest economy Arizona’s women have ever had to weather. 

Based on data from the AZ Association of Food Banks 2007-2008

More than 747, 058 Arizona residents lived in households that struggled with hunger, even before 
the current recession.xxiii The number of individuals considered at very low food security in Arizona 
increased by 31% to 246, 372 from the previous report, ranking Arizona as the 14th most food insecure 
state in the nation. Even at the most basic level of putting food on the table, women and their families 
are struggling.

InCReAse In mARICopA 
CoUnty InFoRmAtIon 
AnD ReFeRRAL CALLs

FooD InseCURIty 
InCReAses FoR 
ARIzonAns

39,275

63,042

4th Qtr 2007-08
1st Qtr 2008-09

70000

35000

188,070

246,372

2007             2008

250,000187,500125,00062, 500
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sAFetY In PeRIl

1000 CHILdREn
LoST SERVICES WHICH PRoTECT THEM FRoM ABUSE And nEGLECT

1600 SHELTER nIGHTS
FoR VICTIMS oF ABUSE ELIMInATEd

HeAltH At RIsk

30,000 LoST InSURAnCE
dUE To ELIMInATIon oF HEALTH CARE GRoUP & KIdSCARE PAREnTS

19,000 WoMEn
LoST PREnATAL SERVICES dUE To CUTS

economIc secURItY tHReAtened

1,100 FAMILIES
dEnIEd CRISIS ASSISTAnCE To AVERT FoRECLoSURE oR EVICTIon.

39,000 FAMILIES
MoSTLY FEMALE-HEAdEd, SUFFER A 20 PERCEnT dECREASE To CASH ASSISTAnCE BEnEFITS

Source: data Compiled from department of Economic Security Budget Cut Projections by Jodi Liggett, the Arizona Foundation for Women, “Annual 
Legislative and Budget Update,” 2009

WHAT THIS MEAnS FoR ARIZonA WoMEn…
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Safety Is Fundamental

Perhaps nothing is more basic than personal safety. Safety from physical harm is the most 
fundamental need of all beings. Sadly, the current economic climate is keeping millions of women 
in danger, by trapping them with their abusers. Children are also at risk of family violence in a down 
economy. For a mother struggling to make ends meet in the current household, finding the means to 
leave and establish a household of her own is impossible in far too many cases.xxiv Worse, there tends to 
be an increase in the severity of violence during stressful economic times.

Source: Arizona Coalition Against domestic Violence Annual Report, 2008

Economic stress does not cause domestic violence, but where there is a potentially abusive, controlling 
partner, stress will exacerbate the situation.xxv For example, where there was only emotional and verbal 
abuse prior, now there may be physical abuse.xxvi Where there already was physical abuse, attacks are 
more frequent and/or more severe. Perpetrators who have been laid off have greater access to victims. 
due to the bad economy, even victims who manage to leave and are in shelter are having trouble 
finding jobs or accessing affordable housing. This is leading to an increase in length of stay in shelter, 
which only further burdens the system. Victims who are forced to stay with an abuser because there 
are no options available for leaving are largely at risk of serious injury, even death. Aside from the 
terrible human toll, we all pay a price when victims of domestic violence have nowhere to go: violence 
leading to injury results in greater health care and law enforcement costs as well as prison, jail and 
probation costs. Shelters provide comprehensive services designed to empower victims to heal and 
live a life free from abuse.xxvii Just when Arizona had begun to properly fund its shelter system, our 
gains have been nearly wiped out. nearly all the increased state funding gained over the last several 
legislative sessions has been wiped out by budget cuts. This impacts more than the victims the system 
serves. domestic violence shelter is a public/private proposition in Arizona. When state government 

DomestIC vIoLenCe 
ReLAteD DeAtHs  
In ARIzonA
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withdraws its funding, the private funds that it leveraged may be lost, or wasted. For example, from 
2006 to 2007 Arizona dramatically increased dV funding, by over $10 million. Those funds went to 
provide operating money for beds; private money was raised to build the physical infrastructure that 
houses the beds. Without the operating funds, many of those beds won’t be available to victims who 
need them.

Health Care: A dollars And Cents Problem

It’s a terribly vicious, ironic cycle: economic insecurity leads to loss of access to healthcare, which in 
turn, leads to further economic destabilization. More than 60 percent of people who go bankrupt are 
actually capsized by medical bills.xxviii Bankruptcies due to medical bills increased by nearly 50 percent 
in the six year period from 2001 to 2007.xxix 

Women are at particular risk of this instability, nationally, and here in Arizona. Census data released 
for 2008 show that growing numbers of women lost private health care coverage, saw their incomes 
decline, and fell into poverty.xxx The number of women without health insurance increased by nearly 
half a million in 2008.xxxi

Compiled with data from the national Women’s Law Center Report: “Recession Affecting Women’s Health” 2009

However, the uninsured rate among women was statistically unchanged. Why? While the rate of private 
insurance coverage continued to decline, from 58.5% to 57.8%, gains in public health insurance partially 
offset the decline in private coverage. This does not appear to be the case for Arizona. While Arizona 
covers families up to 100% of the poverty level ($18,310 for a mother and two children) under the 
Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS), several public insurance options which aided 
“notch group” or “working poor” families were cut as a result of the state’s budget crisis. These families 
are the truly struggling: they earn too much to qualify for much public assistance, but too little to really 
make ends meet, and certainly not enough to achieve any improvement in their lives. Just one medical 
emergency, just one serious illness without insurance, and they will fall into poverty and dependence.
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FoR Women 2007-08
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Economic Security: Women Hit Hard By Recession, Cuts

Just when we thought it couldn’t get any worse. The percentage of Arizonans living in poverty increased twice as 

fast as the national average last year.xxxii Women of color are finding it harder than their white sisters to cope:

 White,  African  Asian Native 
 Non-Hispanic American American American Hispanic
 Women Women Women Women Women

 Percent of Women 90.7% 77.5% 88.6% 65.0% 77.5%
Above Poverty

Compiled by the Arizona Foundation for Women from Institute for Women’s Policy Research data, 2008

Figures from the U.S. Census show that 938,924 Arizonans were living in households below the poverty 
level ($18,310 for a mother and two children) last year. That ranks Arizona as having the 13th worst 
poverty rate in the nation in 2008. For women, it’s just tougher. Though 10.8 percent of Arizona men 
live in poverty, 14.2% of Arizona women do.

Immigration Impact?

A whopping 20.8% of Arizona children are living in poor households, putting Arizona in the top 
third of the nation for child poverty. Arizona does have a disproportionate number of undocumented 
immigrants, however many of their children were born here and are legal citizens. These poor children 
are entitled to public benefits if they need them. Recent changes in legislation requiring government 
workers to refer suspected undocumented individuals to immigration authorities, and local efforts to 
“crack down” have discouraged many immigrant mothers from seeking healthcare, nutrition, or other 
assistance on behalf of their children. Where women are poor, children are poor. Arizona women of all 
ethnic groups and citizenship status are hurting, and their children are at tremendous risk. By nearly 
every measure, their lives have gotten harder.

ARIzonA Women oF 
CoLoR In poveRty
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State Women % Children %

Alabama 16.5 21.7

Alaska 7.7 11.0

Arizona 14.2 20.8

Arkansas 17.6 24.9

California 13.0 18.5

Colorado 11.8 15.1

Connecticut 9.9 12.5

delaware 10.5 13.6

d.C. 16.9 25.9

Florida 13.2 18.3

Georgia 14.8 20.1

Hawaii 10.4 10.0

Idaho 13.8 15.8

Illinois 12.3 17.0

Indiana 13.2 18.3

Iowa 12.4 14.4

Kansas 12.2 14.5

Kentucky 17.7 23.5

Louisiana 17.8 24.7

Maine 13.3 15.8

Maryland 8.6 10.2

Massachusetts 10.6 12.0

Michigan 14.5 19.4

Minnesota 10.3 11.4

Mississippi 21.2 30.4

Missouri 13.6 18.6

State Women % Children %

Montana 14.3 20.6

nebraska 11.5 13.4

nevada 11.1 15.0

new Hampshire 8.4 9.0

new Jersey 9.0 12.5

new Mexico 16.6 24.2

new York 13.7 19.1

north Carolina 14.8 19.9

north dakota 13.3 15.3

ohio 13.5 18.5

oklahoma 15.9 22.6

oregon 13.7 18.1

Pennsylvania 12.5 16.8

Rhode Island 12.1 15.5

South Carolina 16.1 21.7

South dakota 12.5 17.6

Tennessee 15.8 21.8

Texas 15.6 22.5

Utah 10.6 10.5

Vermont 11.1 13.2

Virginia 10.8 13.8

Washington 11.8 14.3

West Virginia 17.3 23.0

Wisconsin 10.9 13.3

Wyoming 10.9 11.6

Compiled from data contained in national Women’s Law Center Calculations of US Census Statistics, September 2009

Women AnD CHILDRen 
In poveRty by stAte
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Work and Sustainable Employment

Many single mothers, particularly those who became mothers as a teenager, will rely on welfare at 
some point during their lifetime.xxxiii Welfare programs are supposed to be a bridge to self-sufficiency 
and reduce dependence on government programs. The cornerstones of welfare reform were the end of 
entitlement and the requirement of work in exchange for benefits. However, state agencies adopted 

“work-first” policies because of hard-to-meet federal work participation requirements. As of 2006, the 
federal government required a 50% work participation rate of all states’ Temporary Assistance for 
needy Families (TAnF) programs.xxxiv nearly all states are struggling to meet the new requirement.xxxv 
After the dramatic initial caseload declines, states are now left clientele who are “hard to serve.”xxxvi 
Recipients are under pressure to find and take the first job they can, yet additional job training and 
continuing education are more effective in assisting welfare clients in obtaining dignified, sustainable 
employment with a career path. Sadly, though Arizona served 42,405 cash assistance recipients in 
employment programs, only nine were allowed to engage in postsecondary education in 2007.xxxvii 
This is not a formula for success. A single mother with two young children receiving no support from 
the child’s father must earn at least $20 per hour, in order to be truly self-sufficient.xxxviii To qualify for 
wages at this level, a woman must be highly educated, or highly skilled, something she is not likely to 
achieve on welfare in a work-first environment. 

now times are even tougher. In the 2009 legislative session, Arizona’s TAnF benefit was cut by 20%. 
Worse, other cuts to safety net services have severely curtailed welfare providers’ ability to support 
women working toward self-sufficiency. Without mental health services, substance abuse treatment 
for those who need it, and job skills training, they, and their clients, have little chance of success.
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WoRKIng FAmILIes 
stRUggLe to AFFoRD 

tHe bAsICs

The Vanishing Safety net for Poor Women and Their Families

despite the shifting attitudes toward the poor, and the major overhaul of Arizona poverty programs in 
the 90’s, there still exists a majority view that Arizona’s most vulnerable must be assisted during times 
of need, and that government plays a major role in that assistance. Though Welfare Reform ended the 
entitlement to cash assistance, and imposed work requirements on recipients, other programs emerged 
from the reform era largely unscathed. However, even the Arizona mothers who manage to successfully 
navigate the bureaucracy to take advantage of Arizona’s remaining safety net programs still struggle 
to get by each month- and what programs remain are disappearing fast.

The chart above depicts a so-called “working poor” family that was not on welfare and had two parents 
working. They participated in the children’s health insurance program for kids and parents (KidsCare), 
and the state child care assistance program. After food, housing, transportation, and taxes, this family 
had only $54 of their monthly earnings left over to pay for diapers, clothing, school supplies and other 
sundries.xxxix And that was before the cuts began. now, this family would get no help with health 
insurance for themselves, or their children, and no help with child care. For this family, there is no safety 
net any more.
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Falling Through: How Arizona’s Shredded Safety net Is Failing Vulnerable Women

safety case study
Imagine a domestic violence victim struggling with substance abuse. She drinks to cope with the 
abuse, but this has affected her ability to properly care for her children. In addition to abusing her, 
her husband has beaten both her children. She may lose her children to CPS for “failing to protect” 
them. She has no job skills, no family and nowhere to turn. What happens? While her situation 
is dire no matter when it occurs, she may have made it in 2006. Shelter was available, and more 
importantly, Child Protective Services had the staff to intervene earlier in violent families, and gave 
priority to domestic violence victims and their children who needed to leave their homes. A shelter or 
Community Legal Services would have helped her with protective orders and her children would have 
had psychological help to cope with abuse. The mother would likely have gotten parenting classes, 
with child care available. Today, our victim is very likely to fall through the gaps in the safety net. CPS 
can only respond to the most severe reports of abuse. There is little or no funding for substance abuse 
treatment or in-home services for children. Even if our victim manages to find a shelter bed, there will 
likely be far fewer “wrap-around” services like legal assistance or counseling.

Health case study
Picture a cancer survivor who has two children, and has fallen on hard times. She was laid off from her 
job as a grocery store cashier; a real blow as the job carried health benefits for her and her children. She 
has found another job at a discount store, but it is part time and does not come with health benefits. 
Her wages are significantly lower at the new job, $12 per hour, compared to the $18 per hour she was 
making. She has found a lump in her breast and is scared. What happens? In 2006, she and her children 
would have qualified for insurance through KidsCare and KidsCare Parents programs Today, KidsCare 
parents does not exist, and her children can’t get coverage either now, due to the waiting list just 
imposed in the last budget cycle. Alone in the world, she may have to quit her job so that she’ll qualify 
for AHCCCS to get cancer treatment.
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economic security case study
our third woman is a mother raising her children alone. Her children’s father has not paid child support 
in three years. She is working, trying to stay off welfare, get her college education, and improve her 
life. Child care is her single biggest expense, and her rates just went up. In 2006, this mother could 
have gotten child support enforcement with a reasonable likelihood of success. Today, the program is 
so understaffed, that cases move slowly. Also, in 2006, our mother would have qualified for child care 
assistance. now, she’ll be placed on a waiting list with little likelihood of ever receiving help. She may 
consider leaving her oldest child (age 9) alone, but the younger is only 3 years old. For her children’s 
sake, the most rational decision for her today would be to drop out of school, quit her job and go on 
cash assistance. Then she’ll at least get job training, and child care.

Program Cuts Hurt Women And Business

Cuts to programs create a double bind- they hurt recipients and hurt employees and businesses 
delivering the services. For example, child care: 10,000 children cut from care mean 10,000 poor female-
headed families are impacted And 2000 child care workers (an almost exclusively female workforce) 
lose their jobs. The Arizona Foundation for women estimates that, to date, budget cuts to health and 
human services programs alone have cost Arizona over 15,000 private sector jobs.

our majority legislators don’t want to raise taxes. In fact, they’ve proposed a package of tax cuts for 
business and property owners to the tune of $400 million. They are so opposed to taxes that they have 
so far refused to support sending a modest sales tax increase to the voters. These policymakers may 
have sympathy for the poor and unfortunate, but they believe that the best way out of this mess is to 
remove the economic burden that taxes place on individuals and businesses. More money in pockets 
and coffers eventually means more money in the Arizona economy, right? or does it?
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What Works? 

Will balancing Arizona’s budget exclusively through cuts really work? It’s hard to see how. our 
analysis indicates that the budget approach of cutting both taxes and spending eases burdens on 
one set of individuals and businesses, while significantly shifting government costs onto another 
sector. The thousands of private sector companies regulated by or doing business with the State of 
Arizona already know this. Businesses licensed by the State department of Health Services could see 
their required licensing fees go up to a level as high as 150 times what they currently pay. But that’s 
been characterized as a fee increase, not a tax increase. other businesses are being asked to take a 40 
percent reduction in their contracted rates. This is revenue that they have already booked and made 
equipment and staffing decisions on. So, government is taking back money it promised for services, in 
many cases already delivered. Those businesses certainly feel they’re being “taxed” by our legislature’s 
budget decisions.

While cuts to services harm vulnerable families, there is also a business argument against these cuts. 
For example, Arizona instituted a waiting list (a misnomer if there ever was one), for child care. Those 
folks will be ‘waiting’ a long, long time. There are no plans to lift the waiting list – that’s 10,000 moms, 
to date, who won’t be getting back to work and a lot of businesses who are taking catastrophic hits to 
revenue.

Child care businesses operating in a low income neighborhoods have already lost hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. Worse, every 10 children they lose due to the waiting list means another 
employee they have to fire, someone who may then need unemployment or welfare, food stamps, 
and Medicaid. The same, sad calculus applies to any number of healthcare, employment, human and 
other social services businesses: These are businesses providing job placement, care for the disabled 
and elderly, and protecting kids from child abuse. “Stealth taxes”, in the form of fee increases, contract 
changes, and benefit cuts are already devastating Arizona companies and their clients. Tax cuts may 
deliver future benefits, but those that are far more diffuse, speculative, and indirect. The “stealth taxes” 
in Arizona’s budgets took effect immediately, along with their devastating impact on local businesses 
and individuals.
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Conclusions & Recommendations

Continue Advocacy
The Arizona Foundation for Women has been at the forefront of the advancement of women’s issues 
at the state capitol and beyond. As noted in this report, Arizona’s “safety net” is truly a public/private 
partnership. Private individuals, communities of faith, private business, and the nonprofit sector all 
do their share. But government also has a role to play, and it is essential that Arizona does its share 
to protect vulnerable women and their families. These investments of public dollars leverage private 
money, which allows entire systems to exist and operate together. Nonprofit corporations build the 
shelters that house victims fleeing violence. Services are provided with state dollars, allowing these 
women to succeed and become productive members of society. Private child care centers provide the 
care and supervision of young children, while providing entry-level employment to caregivers, and 
spending money on services and supplies, right here in our Arizona economy. State subsidies allow 
quality care to exist in low-income neighborhoods, and women to move to self-sufficiency and dignity, 
rather than welfare and dependence. These are just two examples of how state and private investment 
work in tandem to weave a net of safety for Arizona’s vulnerable. When government withdraws its 
funding, the entire system unravels.

Target Grantmaking to Basic Needs
In this report we have endeavored to show just how dire the economic downturn has become for 
Arizona women. Those in crisis may have nowhere to turn get even their basic needs for food, clothing, 
shelter and physical safety met. It is these needs which must command our attention now. Freedom 
from physical harm is one of our most cherished and fundamental human rights. Yet hundreds of 
Arizona women are daily faced with dire threats to their safety, from those they ought to be able to 
trust. Our first duty, then, must be to assure the safety of every Arizona woman. Entwined with safety 
and security is a woman’s health. As one of the biggest threats to a struggling family’s economic 
stability, health and access to healthcare cannot be ignored.
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Research and Fund Best Practices Which Build Self-Sufficiency
Finally, and most importantly, economic self-sufficiency is the underpinning to all true freedom for 
women—in Arizona and around the world. A woman who is able to support herself and her children 
can leave a violent home, can seek help from a doctor, can make a better life. Our most vigorous efforts 
must be turned to funding programs which truly make women self-sufficient. In practical terms, this 
will mean supporting programs which stress higher education as a means to economic independence. 
Why? A woman with two children who cannot realistically rely on child support must earn $20 per hour 
to support herself and her children, without reliance on government programs. No such employment 
can be found without at least some post-secondary education or extensive technical training. Yet, 
surely this is the life of dignity and independence we envision for all Arizona women. It’s time we set 
about realizing this vision and taking it to scale.

Final Conclusion

The current downturn has been a particularly cruel lesson in the unreliability of government and 
charitable safety nets. While we work to rebuild this safety net, we should strive to equip as many 
women as possible with the tools to move forward…and never look back. As a first priority, we should 
endeavor to ensure the physical safety of every Arizona woman. In addition, crisis needs such as 
physical and mental health have to be addressed before a woman is ready to do the hard work of 
improving her earning capacity and lifting her family up out of poverty and dependence. When she is 
ready to do this difficult work, we must be ready to help. We must identify and fund -even design, if 
necessary- programs which assist women in achieving a level of education or training that will allow 
them to earn a truly living wage. In doing so, we will create an Arizona where women are free from fear, 
free from violence, and empowered to embark on lifetime of hope and happiness. A worthy goal, indeed. 




